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Realms of Wonder Introduction

Introduction
Realms of Wonder is the result of over thirty years of 
study and design.   It reflects both my history as a game 
player  and  designer,  as  well  as  my  current  taste  for 
“rules-lite” design.

The original Realms of Wonder was used in my Anderia 
campaign.   It  began as an uneasy marriage of several 
badly-matched  game  systems,  and  evolved  into 
something all its own; but really, it worked only because 
the  players  wanted  it  to.   After  that  game system,  I 
created  several  more,  with  names  like  Realms  of 
Fantasy, Realms of Adventure, and finally Solomoriah's 
Realms (yes, there's a pattern there).  This is an all-new 
edition, including text drawn from several of my other 
games,  written,  played,  and  discarded  over  the 
intervening years.

The rules  presented here  are not  intended  for  novice 
players or Game Masters.  There is no section explaining 
how to roll dice, or how to create and run an adventure. 
However,  with  the  guidance  of  an  experienced  Game 
Master, I believe most any player age 10 or older should 
be able to play, and enjoy, this rule system.

Anderia is intended to feel mythic, or at least legendary; 
I've read a bit of the Viking epics, particularly the Saga 
of Grettir, and I've tried to reproduce the feel of those 
works.  In particular, almost all the humanoid creatures 
of  this  game  are,  in  the  “scientific”  sense,  human. 
Legends  and  myths  tell  about  ogres  and  trolls  taking 
human women  as  wives,  or  of  men  dallying  with  elf-
maids or giantesses, and offspring resulting from these 
liaisons.  The world I present here, the land of Anderia, 
is  like  that...  the  brutal  Munor,  bestial  Gorics,  and 
enigmatic Fae are as much “human” as anyone.

Enough said.  Enjoy!

About Seventh Realm

Realms of Wonder is a  Seventh Realm game; in fact, it's the “original” Seventh Realm game.  I don't consider 
Seventh Realm to be a “universal RPG” because I categorically deny that such a game can really exist... the style and  
feel of a given campaign world is molded, in a large degree, by the rules in use in the game, and a “universal”  
system  can't  truly  adapt  to  the  differing  styles  of  all  possible  campaign  worlds.   A  rule  system  suitable  for  
“cinematic” style games will work poorly in “gritty, realistic” games, for example.

Seventh Realm is designed to work with pulp-style campaign world, ranging in style from the worlds of Burroughs  
and Howard to semi-realistic “noir” campaigns, or even realms of modern sci fi.

I have made a concerted effort in writing Realms of Wonder to support a style of play somewhere between the better 
“swords and sorcery” style, and a more mythic style; my primary inspiration might be said to be the early works of  
Roger Zelazny, but in fact I have been inspired by many of the old masters of fantasy.  I particularly recommend the 
works of  George McDonald  and Clark  Ashton Smith,  in  addition to the  works of  Zelazny,  to those looking for 
adventure seeds for this game.
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Characters Realms of Wonder

Generating Player Characters

Ability Scores

All characters have six ability scores:

Agility:  This attribute is a measure of physical 
control; it represents  dexterity  and hand-eye 
coordination  as  well  as  dodging  ability  and 
gymnastic  potential.   It  is  used  in  missile 
combat.

Strength:  This  attribute  measures  physical 
power.  Strength determines brawling damage, 
as well as which melee weapons may be used 
and how much damage they do.  Strength also 
determines lifting and carrying limits.

Endurance:   This attribute measures  physical 
resilience.   Endurance  indicates the 
character's general state of health, as well as 
his  or  her  resistance  to  poison  and  disease. 
Endurance also controls the character's rate of 
recovery from injury.

Reason:  This attribute is a measure of mental 
control.  Reason includes general intelligence, 
memory, learning and creating ability.

Presence:  This  attribute  is  a  measure  of 
mental  power.   Presence  combines  charm, 
confidence,  leadership,  and  general  force  of 
personality.

Will:   This  attribute  is  a  measure  of  mental 
resilience.  Will  is  used  to  determine 
resistance to influence.

In order  to generate  these scores,  roll  3d6 six  times, 
assigning the results in the order rolled.  Record them in 
the proper spaces on the character sheet.

Player Character Races

Next, select the character's race and gender.  The rules 
following are intended to create ordinary (well, heroic) 
Human  characters;  however,  the  Game  Master  may 
choose to allow a few characters of other races.  See 
the  Character  Races  section  in  the  World  of  Anderia 
chapter for more information about such characters.

Apply  any  relevant  ability  score  adjustments,  if  the 
character  is  other than strictly Human.  Note that the 
adjustments  to ability  scores  given  may raise  a  score 
above the usual maximum of 18.

Ability Bonuses

Each ability score has an associated bonus or penalty, 
which is applied to relevant die rolls.  For example, the 
Ability  bonus  is  applied  to  attacks  made  with  missile 
weapons  such  as  bows  or  spears.   Consult  the  table 
below for the appropriate figures and record them on 
the character sheet.

Ability Score Bonus or Penalty
1 -4
2 -3

3-5 -2
6-8 -1
9-12 +0
13-15 +1
16-17 +2
18-19 +3

20 +4
21 +5

Calculated Statistics

Now,  calculate  the  character's  Hit  Points and  Mana 
(Magic)  Points.   Hit  Points  equal  the  character's 
Endurance  score  plus  his  or  her  Strength  bonus  (or 
penalty); so, for example, a character having Endurance 
of 11 and Strength of 13 would have 12 Hit Points.

Likewise,  Mana  Points  are  equal  to  the  character's 
Presence score plus his or her Will bonus or penalty.

Carrying Capacity and Maximum Lift

A character who exceeds his or her carrying capacity is 
Encumbered,  moving  at  1/2  normal  speed.  See  the 
combat rules for more information.  Weights on the table 
below are given in pounds.

Strength Carrying Capacity Max Lift
1-3 10 25
4-6 20 50
7-9 40 100

10-12 60 150
13-14 80 200
15-16 100 250
17-18 120 300
19-20 140 350
21-22 160 400
23-24 200 500
25-26 240 600
27-28 280 700
29-30 320 800
31+ 360 + 40/point 900 + 100/point
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Realms of Wonder Characters

Movement Rate

Normal  characters  move  12  paces  per  combat  round 
when unencumbered.  As explained above, being loaded 
above the carrying capacity slows a character by half.

Initial Skills

Each  character  begins  play  with  a  pool  of  100 
Experience  Points  (XP).   Initial  skills  and  spells  are 
purchased  with  these  XP  at  the  rates  given  in  the 
Experience and Advancement subsection, below, and in 
the  Spell Level subsection of the  Magic section.  Time 
requirements  and  rolls  for  success  are  waived  during 
character generation.

Finishing Up

For  advancement  purposes  (later  in  the  game)  some 
additional  information  must  be  retained.   Write  the 
largest  of  the  Agility,  Strength,  or  Endurance  scores 
down as the  Physical score.   Write the largest  of the 
Reason,  Will,  or  Presence scores down as  the  Mental 
score.   These  two  values  determine  the  maximum to 
which the ability scores may be advanced.

The  player  should  name  the  character  and  assign 
physical  characteristics  (with  the  Game  Master's 
approval).

Handedness

During character creation the player should declare what 
handedness  the  character  displays;  though  left 
handedness is less common, there is no particular gain 
or loss from being a lefty.

Money

The standard currency of Anderia is the silver centum, a 
coin  standardized  by  the  Merchant's  Guild.   Many 
organizations  (such  as  banking  houses,  city 
governments, and a few noble houses) mint coins that 
are  guaranteed  standard;  coins  not  guaranteed  by 
reputable and/or current organizations will generally be 
treated as worth anywhere from 90% to 50% of the face 
value.  There are several other standardized coins, which 
relate to each other as follows:

     1 Platinum Crown (PC) = 10 Gold Coronets (GC)
     1 Gold Coronet (GC) = 10 Silver Centums (SC)
     1 Silver Centum (SC) = 10 Copper Pennys (CP)

One hundred silver centums weigh one pound, as do a 
hundred copper pennies.   Gold coronets  and platinum 
crowns are twice as heavy as silver centums, so fifty of 
either coin weigh one pound.

Starting Funds

Starting funds for most player characters are 5d10 x 10 
SC (see Money, below).  For Arimaspi and Fae, roll 6d10 
x  10.   After  purchasing  weapons  and/or  armor,  the 
statistics  of the weapons chosen may be recorded on 
the character sheet for quick access.

Equipment

All costs on the tables following are in SC, as indicated 
above.

Regular Equipment

Item Cost
Backpack 12
Beltpouch 1
Chain, 5 ft. 10
Chest, Small 20
Chest, Large 50
Compass, Pocket 10
Grapnel Hook 10
Iron Lock & Key 5
Lantern 5
Mirror, Steel, 5" sq. 2
Oil, 1 Flask 2
Pole, 10 ft. 1
Quiver or Bolt Case, 20 cap. 10
Rope, 50 ft. 2
Sack, Canvas 1
Saddlebags 15
Scrollcase 1
Small Hammer 5
Spikes, 5 Iron 2
Tinderbox, Flint and Steel 3
Torches, 5 1
Waterskin 2
Wax Candle, per Dozen 1

Animals

Item Cost
Cat, Hunting 150
Dog, Guard 25
Dog, Hunting 15
Hawk, Hunting 75
Horse, Riding 75
Horse, Light War (Courser) 200
Horse, Heavy War (Destrier) 350
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Provisions

Item Cost
Feed for dog/hunting cat, 1 week 5
Feed for hawk, 1 Week 4
Feed for horse, 1 Week 3
Travel Rations, per day 1
Upkeep (room and board), per day 2

Transportation

Item Cost
Bit, Bridle & Saddle 150
Cart, 2-wheel 500
Wagon, 4-wheel 1,000
Dinghy 500
Longboat 1000
Raft, River 1/sq. ft.
River trip, Charter 4/Day
River trip, Regular 2/Day
Sailboat 1,500
Ship, Large Sailing 30,000
Ship, Small Sailing 15,000

Hirelings

Item Cost per Week
Armorer/Smith 100
Captain 60
Carpenter 20
Leatherworker 15
Navigator 60
Painter 30
Scribe 50
Ship Crew (20) 300
Stonemason 30
Teamster 40

Tool Kits

Item Cost
Carpenter's Tools 50
Makeup Kit (for Disguise) 70
Navigator's Tools 100
Smith's Tools 150
Thieves Tools 20

Weapons

Weapon Cost Type Damage Range Reach Size Notes
Battle Axe 30 Axe 1d8 1 M
Blunderbuss 600 Gun 1d12 30 L Scatter, 2H
Brass Knuckles 5 Brawling 1d6 0 T
Chain 3 Whip 1d6 1 M No Parry
Club 1 Mace 1d6 5 1 S Stun
Crossbow 200 Crossbow 1d8 40 S 2H, No Parry
Dagger 15 Brawling 1d4 0 S
Dagger, Thrown 15 Thrown Knife 1d4 5 S
Flintlock Pistol 600 Gun 1d8 25 S No Parry
Flintlock Rifle 900 Gun 1d10 50 M 2H
Great Sword 120 Blade 1d10 2 L
Halberd 80 Polearm 1d10 3 L
Hand Axe 10 Axe 1d6 5 0 S
Longbow 180 Bow 1d8 60 L 2H, Aim: 1, No Parry
Mace 5 Mace 1d8 5 1 M
Pike 60 Polearm 1d10 4 L
Quarterstaff 5 Staff 1d6 2 M 2H
Rapier 50 Fencing 1d6 1 S
Shield, Small 50 Shield 1d4 0 S Stun, No Offhand Penalty
Shield, Large 120 Shield 1d6 0 M Stun, No Offhand Penalty
Shortbow 160 Bow 1d6 40 S 2H, Aim: 2, No Parry
Shortsword 35 Blade 1d6 1 S
Sling 3 Sling 1d4 30 T
Spear 15 Spear 1d6 10 3 M
Sword 50 Blade 1d8 1 M
Unarmed (Fist) -- Brawling 1d3 0 T Stun, No Parry
Unarmed (Kick) -- Brawling 1d4 0 T Stun, No Parry
Whip 5 Whip 1d4 3 M Stun, No Parry
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The Weapons Table, Explained

The Weapon column names each weapon, naturally.

Cost is the price of the item in silver centums.

Type is the category of weapon, used to determine what 
weapon specialty applies to the weapon.

The  Damage  column listed the die or dice rolled when 
the weapon scores a hit in combat.

Range is  the  distance  within  which  a  ranged  weapon 
may be used at no penalty (see the Combat section for 
more details).  This field is blank if the weapon may only 
be used in melee range.

Reach is the distance which may be spanned by a melee 
weapon; see the Combat section for details.    This field 
is blank if the weapon is only useful as a ranged weapon.

Size indicates the general  physical  size and weight  of 
the weapon.   Possibilities  are Tiny,  Small,  Medium, or 
Large.   Effects  of  weapon  size  are  explained  in  the 
Combat section.

The  Notes column  may  contain  one  or  more  of  the 
following items:

-N AR means that the weapon is hard to use, 
and any wielder must apply the given penalty on 
all die rolls with the weapon.

2H indicates that the weapon must be used in 
two hands, regardless of the relative sizes of the 
weapon and wielder.

Aim:  N means that the weapon may only gain 
the Aiming bonus for the given number (N) of 
rounds; the effort required to draw and hold the 
weapon may not be maintained continuously.

No Parry indicates that the weapon may not be 
used to parry.

Scatter means  that  the  weapon  can  hit  any 
number of characters in a 5' radius around the 
target; potential victims (other than the target) 
may make Agility rolls to avoid damage, but if 
the roll fails, the victim suffers half damage (roll 
once for each shot).

Stun  indicates  that  the  weapon does  stunning 
rather than killing damage.

No Offhand Penalty  means just  what it  says... 
the  user  suffers  no  penalty  for  using  this 
weapon in the off hand.

Ammunition

Item Cost

Arrow, 1 Silver 5

Arrows, 10 1

Quarrel, 5 1

Bullets, 2 1

Bullet, Silver 3

Powder, per shot 1

Powder horn (15 shot cap.) 2

Armor

Type      Cost Rating Weight
Min. 
Str.

Buff Coat 10 +1 10 4

Leather Armor 45 +2 10 7

Chain Shirt 100 +2 15 3

Chain Hauberk or Suit 150 +3 30 6

Steel Cuirass 180 +2 10 4

Steel Demiarmor 250 +3 20 5

Steel Plate Armor 450 +4 40 10

Armor  may  be  layered;  in  particular,  a  buff  coat  (or 
sometimes  leather  armor)  is  often  worn  under  metal 
armor.   If  this  is  done,  add the  armor  ratings  of  the 
layered armor  types  together.   Metal  armors must  be 
worn over heavy cloth or leather of some sort; failure to 
do so (wearing metal  against  bare skin or  thin fabric) 
imparts a -2 penalty to every roll made by the wearer. 
The buff coat is a heavy, quilted coat meant to be worn 
under metal armor, but a simple canvas tunic and canvas 
or  leather  pants  are  enough  protection  to  avoid  the 
penalty.

Minimum Strength  refers to the restrictiveness of the 
armor,  not  its  weight.   Add  together  the  minimum 
Strength  figures  for  the  layered  armors;  if  the  total 
minimum Strength exceeds the character's Strength, a -3 
penalty is added to every attack roll, ability roll, and any 
skill rolls the GM thinks appropriate.

Bronze Armor:  Sometimes metal armor will  be found 
made  from  other  materials,  particularly  bronze.   For 
simplicity, all non-steel armors are treated as being the 
same.  Metal armors made of metals softer than steel 
provide one less point of armor rating than indicated on 
the table above; all other statistics remain the same.
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Skills
Skills  define  what  a character  knows or  can do.  Each 
character knows several Skills, and more can be learned 
through training later in the game.

Each  Skill  a  character  knows is  rated with  a  number, 
called the Rank.  

Using Skills

When the player declares intent to use a skill, the GM 
replies with the roll required, as follows:

Difficulty Roll Needed
Easy 11+

Moderate 16+
Hard 21+

Very Hard 26+

Skill rolls are usually Easy or Moderate; normal difficulty 
levels may be noted with the skill description, but the 
GM may select the difficulty as he or she sees fit.  Roll  
1d20  and  add  the  skill  rank  and  any  relevant  ability 
bonus  or  penalty,  and  any  other  adjustments  the  GM 
considers appropriate.  If the target number is equaled 
or exceeded, the roll succeeds.

Some actions take time to complete; the GM is advised 
to  make  the  player  wait  until  the  time  has  elapsed 
before allowing the roll for results.

It is also possible to break complex or long-term actions 
into segments, requiring a roll for each segment.  For 
instance,  research  of  some  sort  might  require  five 
successful days applying a Skill; for each day the roll is 
failed, the character makes no progress.

Taking your Time

In  non-stressful  (i.e.  non-combat)  circumstances,  a 
character  may  take  more  time  to  prepare  for  and 
perform a skill roll. This is normally three times normal 
time,  but  not  less  than  one  minute;  if  this  much 
uninterrupted time is taken, a bonus of +3 is granted on 
the roll.

Automatic Success

Skill rolls with Moderate or lower difficulty made in non-
stressful  circumstances  may sometimes  be allowed  to 
automatically  succeed.   In general,  the GM may allow 
this if the character's chance of success is better than 
three-quarters (in other words, any time a 6 or higher 
natural  die  roll  will  succeed).   However,  the  Game 
Master is never required to allow an automatic success... 
this rule is meant simply as a convenience for the GM.

Using A Skill You Don't Actually Know

In some cases, a player may want to use a Skill his or 
her  character  does  not  actually  know.   The  GM may 
allow this to be done, with a Rank of 1 plus the relevant 
ability bonus and the difficulty raised to Hard (or to Very 
Hard if it would normally be Hard).

The  Combat  skill  is  a  special  case.   Characters  not 
having the Combat skill have a base Attack Rating of -5. 
See the Combat section for more details.

Skill Descriptions

The  standard  skills  available  to  player  characters  are 
listed below.

Some skills require more Experience Points to improve. 
Any skill with a multiplier (X2, X3, etc.) after the name 
multiplies  the  XP  cost  to  improve  the  skill  by  that 
amount.

Skills  are  categorized  by  the  ability  score  they  are 
usually  associated  with;  this  is  the  "relevant  ability 
score" mentioned above, for which the bonus or penalty 
is normally applied.  However, the GM may rule that a 
different  ability  score  is  relevant  in  some  particular 
situation, at his or her option.

Agility Skills

Acrobat allows  the  character  to  perform  feats  of 
Acrobatics.  Also, Acrobats add 10' to the distance they 
may fall without taking damage.

Brawling is  equivalent  to  a  weapon  skill,  but  is  used 
when punching or kicking.

Combat (X2) is the general skill of the warrior.  The rank 
of this skill is the basic Attack Rating of the character 
(see Combat, below) and is used as the first adjustment 
to the character's Defense Rating as well.

Climb Walls allows the character to climb normal stone 
walls.

Dodge allows the character to avoid being hit in combat 
by  moving  out  of  the  way  quickly.   See  the  Combat 
section for more details.

Open Locks allows the character to open a lock without 
the key.  Picking a lock is generally Hard, or Very Hard 
without proper tools.

Pick  Pockets allows  the  character  to  pick  other 
character's  pockets,  pouches,  etc.   Picking  Pockets  is 
generally Hard.  If this roll fails, the character must roll 
again to avoid being noticed by the intended victim.
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Seamanship permits  the  character  to  act  as  a  sailor 
aboard a large ship, or to personally sail a sailboat.  The 
character  cannot  operate out  of  sight  of  land without 
Navigator skill (or the assistance of a character with that 
skill).

Stalking allows  the  character  to  move  silently  in  the 
wilderness.

Stealth allows the character  to move silently in urban 
areas.

Swimming indicates  that  the  character  knows how to 
swim.

Presence Skills

Actor allows the character to convincingly act a part.  A 
disguise may help with this, at the GM's option.

Play  Instrument allows the character to play a musical 
instrument.

Prestidigitation allows  the  user  to  perform  feats  of 
misdirection.  The user can attempt to conceal items and 
produce them suddenly (daggers are a popular choice, 
as are flowers); if the roll succeeds, onlookers will fail to 
detect where the item came from.  If they also have this 
Skill, they may make a roll of their own to discover the 
actual location from which the item came or to which 
the item disappeared.

Singer gives the character the ability to sing well.

Reason Skills

Cartographer permits the user to make useful maps, and 
to properly read maps.  Cartographers can attempt to 
determine their approximate location by landmarks and 
distinctive landforms.  Making a good local map takes 
about 2 hours.

Find Traps allows the character  to detect traps.  This 
skill  only  functions  when  the  character  is  actively 
searching.

Forgery allows the user to attempt to duplicate official 
documents or the handwriting style of a specific person. 
Successful forgeries can only be detected with a Reason 
roll on 1d12.  Note: Forgery rolls should be made by the 
GM.  If the roll fails, make another roll for the character. 
If it fails also, the character thinks it's a good forgery.

Geologist allows  the  user  to  determine  approximate 
location from samples of local rock, and to attempt to 
determine the material content of rocks.

Historian permits the user to attempt to remember or 
find information of a historical nature.  A historian gets 
bonus die if he or she has access to a library, but using a 
library takes 1d4 hours.

Language permits a character to speak a language.

Magic (X3) is the basic skill required to learn to utilize 
magic  spells.   Characters  who  do  not  know this  skill 
cannot learn to cast spells at all.  For more information 
on the use of this skill, please refer to the Magic section 
below.

Navigator allows the character to determine location by 
looking at the stars.  This ability can only be used when 
the stars can be seen at night.

Outdoorsman permits  the  character  to  attempt  to 
survive in the wild by finding food; this includes fishing, 
foraging,  and hunting,  though the GM may require  an 
attack roll for the latter.

Physician (X2) allows the user to attempt to speed the 
healing  process  of  other  characters.   The  normal 
difficulty  is  Moderate;  increase  the  difficulty  to  Hard 
when  a  physician  tries  to  heal  himself  or  herself. 
Success doubles the character's normal healing rate for 
one  day.   This  affects  both  Killing  damage  and  lost 
Endurance points, but not Stun points.

Read/Write  Language allows  a  character  to  read  and 
write a given language.  Actually, this skill will permit a 
character  to write  any language he or  she can speak 
which use the character set, runes, etc. of the chosen 
language.   In  real-world  terms,  someone  who  knows 
English and French and learns to read and write English 
likely can read and write French also; however, such a 
character who also learns to speak Chinese would not be 
able to read or write that language without additional 
training.

Tracking allows the user to attempt to follow the trail of 
a person or animal in the wild.   
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Trapping allows the user to attempt to trap animals in 
the wilderness.  Building a trap takes time and materials, 
and requires a roll for success.   Failing the roll could 
cause a mishap.

Will Skills

Animal Training allows the character to train an animal. 
This takes at least 30 days to complete, plus 10-60 days 
if the creature is a wild animal.  In general, training a 
young animal is a Moderate difficulty roll, while training 
an adult animal is Hard; increase the difficulty by one 
row for wild animals.  The character gets three chances 
to make this roll for a given animal; each additional roll 
takes  an  additional  period  equal  to  half  the  original 
amount of time.  If all three rolls fail, the animal is not 
trainable.

Ride Animal indicates that the character knows how to 
competently ride an animal.  A specific sort of animal 
must be chosen when this skill is learned; the skill may 
be learned repeatedly for different sorts of steeds.

Experience and Advancement

At  the  end  of  an  adventure,  each  player  character 
receives  1d6  Experience  Points  (XP),  rolled  by  the 
player.   A  single  bonus  die  is  awarded  to  the  player 
character  chosen as the MVP by the players;  ties  are 
broken by the GM, and the GM may make the award if 
the players cannot decide.

Skills may be improved by the application of 10 XP times 
the current rank of the skill (and further times the skill 
multiplier  if any).  The XP are expended, and the skill 
improves by 1 Rank.

Learning a New Skill:  Learning a new skill costs 15 XP 
times the skill multiplier.  It is generally required that the 
character  spend  a  training  period  with  a  master 
(someone having  a 6 or  higher  rank in  the skill),  and 
then make a Saving Throw against the associated ability 
score  (that  is,  1d20 less  than  or  equal  to  the  ability 
score).   Success  results  in  the  character  receiving  a 
Rank of 1 in that skill.   The training period for this is 
equal to 70 hours times the skill multiplier.

If this roll is a failure, the XP cost is not expended, and 
the  player  character  may  try  again,  training  for  an 
additional period equal to the first and making the roll 
again.  This may be repeated until successful.

Self-training a new skill may be allowed by the GM, at 
double  the  time  requirement,  though  of  course  the 
character must have access to an adequate facility for 
this purpose (again, as described above).

Ability Training

Improving an ability score costs 40 XP per point up to 
12, and 60 XP per point thereafter.   Strength,  Agility, 
and Endurance may not be increased above the Physical 
Score, and Reason, Will, and Presence may not exceed 
the Mental Score.  The character must spend 400 hours 
training, then roll 1d20.  This roll is "inverted" – if the 
roll is equal to or less than the ability score, the attempt 

has  failed.   If  the  roll  is  higher  than  the 
ability score, it is a success.  If the attempt 
fails, the XP are not expended, and another 
attempt may be made.

The character must train a minimum of 40 
hours per week, but may not benefit  from 
more  than  80  hours  in  the  same  period. 
Time  required  is  halved  (200  hours)  if  a 
training  facility  with  appropriate 
trainers/instructors  is  available.  Fitness 
training  facilities  may  increase  any  of 
Strength,  Agility,  or  Endurance.  Colleges 
and  Universities  may  train  a  character  in 
Reason,  and  magical  Colleges  may  also 
train  Will.  Some  spy  organizations  may 
provide  Will  training  also.   There  are,  in 
general, no trainers for Presence.
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Adventuring

Saving Throws and Ability Rolls

It  is  sometimes  necessary  to  make  a  roll  against  an 
ability score by itself, with no Skill involvement.  When 
this  is  to be  done,  the  GM may choose between two 
different die rolling mechanics.

Easy rolls may be made with 1d20.  If the result is equal 
to or less than the Ability Score, the roll is a success. 
The GM may apply adjustments to the die roll, of course. 
This type of roll is often called a  Saving Throw, and is 
usually  used  when  the  character  is  trying  to  avoid 
something unpleasant – falling into a pit, being mentally 
dominated by a wizard, etc.

Ability Rolls are used for harder tasks where the ability 
score should have a more significant effect on success 
(such as forcing a door).  The player will roll 1d6; on a 
roll of 1, the roll is a success.  If the character has a 
bonus for the ability score, add it to the success range 
(so a +1 bonus means the roll succeeds on 1-2 on 1d6). 
If the ability has a penalty, increase the size of the die 
(1d8 for -1, 1d10 for -2, 1d12 for -3 or lower).  The die 
size can also be increased for harder tasks; for example, 
if  forcing  a  stuck  door  requires  a  1d6 roll,  forcing  a 
locked  one  might  require  a  1d8  or  even  1d10  roll. 
Normally, 1d20 rolls will not be used with this mechanic, 
but  in  some  cases  (bending  the  bars  of  a  cell,  for 
example) it might be appropriate.

Here are some examples:

Difficulty Die Typical Example

Very Easy 1d4

Easy 1d6 Opening a Stuck Door

Moderate 1d8 Forcing a Locked Door

Hard 1d10 Forcing a Reinforced Door

Very Hard 1d12 Lifting a Gate

Unlikely 1d20 Bending Bars

Note  that  the  GM may choose  to  make either  Saving 
Throws or Ability Rolls for any player if necessary.  This 
is usually done when knowing the result would give the 
player undue information.

Opening Doors

If the character forcing the door is Small, increase the 
difficulty above by one die-size; if the character is Large, 
reduce the difficulty by one die-size.  So, a Human with 
13 Strength can force a stuck door on a 1-2 on 1d6, 
while a Goric with the same Strength would need 1-2 on 
1d8.  Some doors will  be harder to force (imposing a 
penalty of one or more die-sizes) at the GM's option; 
also,  some  doors  (vault  doors  for  instance)  will  be 
effectively impossible to force open.

Finding Secret Doors

Under  normal  conditions,  searching  for  secret  doors 
takes a minute per pace of wall searched.  A Reason roll 
is  used  for  this;  normal  characters  make  this  roll  on 
1d10, but this may vary for certain races.  The GM may 
create more difficult  (or easier) secret doors at his or 
her option.

Multiple characters searching for secret doors ensures 
that any such will eventually be found; however, if the 
first and second searchers fail, the next searcher must 
take  a  twice  as  long  to  search,  and  all  subsequent 
searches of the area require an hour.

Note  that  finding  a  secret  door  does  not  grant 
understanding of  how it  works.   The GM may require 
additional ability rolls or skill checks for this.

Light and Vision

There  are  four  different  natural  light  levels,  as  given 
below:

Light Level Penalty Sighting Range

Daylight N/A Unlimited

Dusk N/A 24

Moonlight -2 12

Dark -4 Not Possible

Humans  and  other  creatures  with  a  daylight  activity 
cycle must apply the penalties given above to attack and 
relevant saving throw rolls (as determined by the GM), 
and  the  GM  will  use  the  sighting  ranges  given  for 
relevant  encounters.   Using  a  torch  changes  Dark  or 
Moonlight  conditions  to Dusk,  but  with  sighting  range 
limited to 12 paces.

Nocturnal creatures will have enhanced visual abilities, 
as follows:
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Fae, Munor,  and other creatures with a mixed activity 
cycle normally have  Nightvision.  This capability allows 
the  creature  to  see  as  well  in  moonlight  as  normal 
creatures  do at  dusk,  and to  treat  dusk as  if  it  were 
daylight.   Nightvision  grants  no  benefit  in  dark 
conditions.

Fully nocturnal or subterranean creatures such as Gorics 
have  Darkvision.  This ability grants the same benefits 
as  Nightvision,  but  in  addition  dark  conditions  are 
treated as is moonlit, and daylight is treated as dusk (as 
the nocturnal creature's eyes are too sensitive for full 
daylight).

Jumping

Humanoid creatures can perform a running broad jump 
equal  to  1/4 of  their  full  movement.   For  instance,  a 
normal player character with 12 paces of movement can 
broad jump 3 paces.  The character must be able to run 
at least two times the intended broad jump distance in 
order to do this.  To this distance add the character's 
Strength bonus as paces, so an unencumbered character 
with  18  Strength  can  jump  6  paces.   Small  size 
characters are not penalized under this rule as they have 
a higher power-to-mass ratio which makes up for their 
shorter legs.

Standing  broad  jumps  may  be  made  up  to  1/2  the 
running broad jump distance, rounded up (2 paces for 
the first character above, 3 paces for the character with 
18 strength).

If there is an important negative effect (such as falling 
into  a pit)  which  may occur  should the jump fail,  the 
character  must  make  an  Agility  Saving  Throw  to 
complete the jump safely.  If this roll is failed, the GM 
may (at his option) allow a second save to catch the side 
of the pit or otherwise mitigate the negative effect.  In 
this case, making the roll should still generally result in 
around 1d6 stunning damage.  If a character can almost 
make a jump normally, and for some reason decides to 
try, the GM may allow a similar save to “catch the side” 
as given above.

Falling Damage

Damage is 1d6 per 10' fallen, up to a maximum 20d6. 
An Agility  save is  allowed,  and if  successful,  half  the 
damage  rolled  is  converted  to  Stun  damage  (round 
down).  Fractional distances are rounded to the nearest 
whole number, so that a fall of 1-4' does no damage, 5'-
14' does 1d6, etc.

A  person  may  fall  up  to  10'  onto  a  reasonably  soft 
surface without taking damage, or up to 30' into water if 
it is over 15' deep.

After a fall, the victim may not act for 1 round.
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Combat

Time and Scale

Time is counted in combat in terms of Rounds.  A round 
is  about  ten  seconds,  though  this  should  not  be 
considered a hard-and-fast limit.

Distances in combat are measures in Paces.  As in other 
Seventh  Realm  rule  systems,  a  pace  is  a  somewhat 
elastic measure, being about a yard but ranging from as 
short as 2.5' and as long as a meter.  In the world of 
Anderia,  the  foot  is  the  standard  unit  of  measure,  so 
paces  will  generally  be  2.5'  indoors  (making  4  paces 
equal to 10') or 3' outdoors (i.e. a pace is a yard).

Surprise

If  the  GM  decides  it  is  possible  for  a  character  or 
creature to be surprised in a certain round (usually the 
first), the affected character(s) or creature(s) must make 
a  Reason  roll  to  avoid  being  Surprised.   A  Surprised 
character  or  creature may not  perform any action for 
one round. 

Initiative

In any given round, a character or creature may perform 
one or more actions.

Each combatant rolls  1d10 and adds his or her Agility 
bonus to arrive at an Initiative number.  Characters or 
creatures  act  in  order  of  Initiative  numbers,  highest 
going first, lowest last.

On a character's Initiative, he or she may make a move, 
followed by a single quick action (such as attacking or 
casting a spell).   When all  characters  have taken one 
action,  if  any  characters  are  able  to  act  again,  the 
countdown  is  repeated.   When  all  actions  have  been 
resolved,  Initiative  is  rolled  again  and the  next  round 
starts.

For example, a character having 9 paces of movement 
and carrying a weapon in each hand may move 4 paces 
and attack on his or her Initiative number, then wait for 
the second countdown and move up to 5 more paces 
and attack with the other weapon.

A combatant may pass, or may choose to act on a lower 
number.

A  single  weapon  (including  natural  weapons  such  as 
claws) may generally only be used once per round.  Of 
course, a character might choose to hold a weapon in 
each hand and attack once with each.  Since an attack is 
a quick action, the second attack would have to be made 
during a second or subsequent countdown.

Any time that two opposing characters or creatures have 
equal Initiative numbers (including when one opponent 
has held his or her action), they are simultaneous; if they 

are  attacking  each  other,  both  could  be  injured  and 
possibly  die.   Note,  however,  that  weapon reach (see 
below) may allow an opponent to attack a character with 
a held Initiative without that character attacking at the 
same moment.

Reach

The Reach number for each weapon is the number of 
paces the weapon may “span” to attack an opponent. 
Short  weapons  such  as  daggers,  as  well  as  unarmed 
attacks and the natural weapons of most animals, have a 
Reach  of  0;  only  opponents  directly  adjacent  to  the 
wielder may be attacked.

A Reach of 1 means that the wielder may reach across 
one empty pace to attach another character or creature; 
higher  Reach  numbers  have  proportionate  effects. 
Having  a  greater  Reach  is  generally  an  advantage  in 
combat.

Weapons  with  a  Reach  of  more  than  1  may  be  a 
disadvantage in some cases, however; when attacking an 
opponent where the intervening space is 2 or more less 
than  the  Reach  of  the  weapon,  the  attacker  is  at  a 
Disadvantage (see  Advantage, below).  So, a character 
using  a  great  sword  (Reach  of  2)  against  a  directly 
adjacent  opponent  has  a  penalty  on  the  roll.   If  the 
character can maneuver, it may be in his or her interest 
to take a step back before attacking in this case.

Attack and Defense Rating

The Attack Rating of a combatant is the bonus (or rarely, 
penalty) applied to his or her attack rolls.  Add together 
the character's Combat skill Rank and Strength bonus to 
find the base melee AR for the character, or the Agility 
bonus  to  find  the  base  ranged  weapon  AR.   Magic 
weapons add their bonus to the AR when they are used.

A character's Defense Rating is 11 plus the Combat skill 
Rank and Dexterity bonus of the character.  Armor adds 
to this, as does a shield.  Note that the defense bonus of 
a shield only applies to opponents in front of the wielder 
or on his or her left side (or right side for left-handed 
combatants).

To attack an opponent, the attacker rolls 1d20 and adds 
the relevant  AR figure  to the die roll,  along with  any 
situational bonuses or penalties the GM declares.  If the 
result is equal to or greater than the opponent's Defense 
Rating, the attack is successful.

If the attack succeeds, damage is rolled using the given 
damage die for the weapon.  Magic weapons apply their 
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bonus to the die roll.  When attacking with a melee or 
thrown weapon, the attacker's Strength bonus or penalty 
is applied to the damage die roll.

Aiming

By  spending  an  entire  round  carefully  aiming,  a 
character using a ranged weapon may gain a bonus of 
+5 when rolling to hit against his chosen target in the 
next round.  This only applies to ranged weapons.  If the 
character  aiming  takes  any  damage,  performs  any 
movement,  or  makes  any  other  rolls,  the  attempt  is 
spoiled.

Aiming may normally be continued from round to round, 
until the attack is made; however, some ranged weapons 
cannot  be  held  ready  to  fire  indefinitely.   See  the 
weapons table in the Equipment section for details.

Advantage

Any  time  an  attacker  has  an  advantage  over  the 
defender, the attacker gains a bonus of +3 on the attack 
roll.  Advantage is granted when the attacker is behind 
the  defender,  for  instance,  or  when  the  attacker  is 
standing and the defender is prone.  Advantage doesn't 
"stack," so a combatant who is both behind and above 
his opponent does not gain the bonus twice.

Conversely,  sometimes  a  combatant  will  be  at  a 
Disadvantage, and suffer a penalty of -3 on the attack 
roll.  This happens when using a long weapon against an 
opponent who is too close, as described under Reach, 
above.   Unlike  Advantage,  Disadvantages  do  add 
together.

Advantage  and  Disadvantage 
cancel each other out, and this is 
the  only  situation  where  having 
Advantage more than once counts. 
For  example,  if  attacking  an 
opponent who is both behind and 
below,  but  who  is  visually 
obscured,  the  attacker  is 
Advantaged  twice  and 
Disadvantaged once, and thus has 
Advantage on the roll.

Special Attacks

In some cases, the character may 
wish  to  perform  a  particularly 
difficult attack, such as attempting 
to  hit  an  object  held  by  an 
opponent.  If the GM decides the 
action  is  possible,  the  attacker 
must  make two  successful  attack 
rolls  to  complete  the  attack. 
Failure  on  either  roll  means  the 
attack fails outright.

Offhand Penalty

A penalty of -3 is applied to attacks made with the off 
hand.  Some weapons (most notably shields) are exempt 
from this penalty,  being designed specifically  for such 
use.

Parrying

A combatant may choose to use a melee weapon in hand 
as if it were a small shield.  If this is done, that weapon 
may not be used to attack in the same round.

A shield is effectively used as a parrying weapon; if used 
to bash an opponent,  it  may not be used for defense 
during the same round.  If it has already been used for 
defense, it may not be used to attack.

Dodging

Dodging is  an Agility  skill  (see the  Skills section).   A 
combatant may attempt to dodge any sort of attack.  It 
is possible to dodge any number of attacks in a given 
round.  If a character chooses to dodge, he or she may 
not make any attacks in the same round.

After  the  attack  roll  is  made,  the  dodging  character 
makes his or her Skill roll, and must equal or exceed the 
attack die total for the dodge to be successful.

Range

When shooting  or  throwing  a  weapon,  roll  the  attack 
normally  if  within  the  range  given  for  the  weapon. 
Ranges up to 2 times further are at a Disadvantage, and 
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up  to  3  times  at  a  double  Disadvantage.   It  is  not 
normally  possible  to  attack  with  a  ranged  weapon 
beyond three times the given range.

Missiles that Miss

If  a missile  weapon attack misses,  the projectile  must 
have gone somewhere.  It is recommended that the GM 
roll an attack against each friend of the shooter within 
two paces of the intended victim.  If no characters or 
creatures within two paces of the intended target are 
considered  friendly  to  the  attacker,  normally  the 
projectile  should  be  considered  to  have  hit  the  wall, 
floor, etc. and simply does no damage.  In most cases, a 
missile that misses one enemy should  not hit  another; 
there is normally no reward for failure.

Flaming  missiles,  acid,  or  other  things  which  may 
damage equipment or scenery must be adjudicated by 
the GM; using the grenade-like missiles rules, below, is 
recommended.  In this  case,  it  is  possible  to damage 
foes even when the attack roll is failed.

Grenade-Like Missiles

When throwing grenade-like missiles (flasks of oil, etc.), 
a successful attack roll indicates a direct hit.  Otherwise, 
the GM will roll 1d10 and consult the diagram below to 
determine where the missile hit.  Treat each number as 
representing a 2x2 pace square area.

(behind)

0

7 8 9

5 Target 6

2 3 4

1

(in front)

Wrestling

This is a special attack form.  It is necessary to make 
rolls to Grab, to Throw, and to Pin; each such roll is a 
Special  Attack  (see  above).   A  character  who  is 
successfully Grabbed must succeed at a Strength save 
with the opponent's Strength bonus as a penalty to get 
free (in lieu of other actions),  or may still  attack at a 
Disadvantage using any one-handed weapon.  A Grabbed 
character  may  only  use  one  weapon;  the  attacker 
chooses  which  arm  he  or  she  has  grabbed,  and  the 

defender may only fight back using the other hand.  The 
attacker may maintain  the Grab from round to round, 
until  he  or  she  decides  to  end  it,  or  is  rendered 
unconscious  or  dead,  or  the  defender  makes  the 
necessary roll to escape.

A person who is  successfully  Thrown is  still  Grabbed, 
and thus must win at a similar Strength save to get free; 
note that, if successful, the character will still be prone, 
and standing up requires half a move.

A character who is successfully Pinned must succeed at 
a Strength ability roll to become free, with a higher level 
of difficulty if the opponent is stronger.  The character 
will be prone if this succeeds, as above.

Alternately,  the  attacker  may  opt  to  Grab  and  Hold. 
Grabbing  is  done  as  above,  including  the  chance  of 
escape.  A character who is Held rolls to escape just as 
if Pinned.  Up to two other people may attack a Held 
character, and when they do so they have Advantage.

Natural Weapons

Many monsters (especially including animals) use natural 
weapons such as biting, clawing, etc. in combat.  There 
are  some  special  rules  which  apply  to  these  attack 
forms.

In  general,  a  successful  bite can  be  maintained  from 
round to round, doing damage automatically each round, 
so long as the creature wishes (generally until the victim 
is dead or the creature is persuaded to let go).  While a 
victim  is  being  held  in  this  way,  others  attacking  the 
attacker have an Advantage,  but  the  victim  does not. 
Escaping from a bite is much the same as escaping from 
a  hold  (see  Wrestling,  above),  treating  animals  larger 
than man sized as being stronger than the victim.

Creatures having more than one natural weapon (such as 
a tiger, which may attack by biting and by clawing with 
each  forefoot)  may  generally  attack  once  with  each 
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natural weapon each round.  The animal does not have 
to  use  its  attacks  in  the  same order  each  round  (for 
instance,  a  tiger  might  strike  with  both  claws  before 
biting, or it might bite first) unless it is so indicated in 
the creature description.

Each  extra  attack  happens  on  a  subsequent  initiative 
number; a tiger having Initiative of 6 could attack once 
on each of 6, 5, and 4 (with two claws and a bite in any 
order).   Unlike attacking with multiple  weapons, using 
natural  weapons  does  not  require  waiting  until 
subsequent countdowns.

Effects of Being Hit  (Damage)

There are two kinds of damage:  Stunning and Killing. 
Killing damage, naturally,  can result  in the character's 
death.   Stunning  damage  tends  to  knock  characters 
unconscious.   Weapon  listings  on  the  Weapons  table 
include which type of damage is normally done.

When an attack does Killing 
damage to  a character,  the 
number is deducted from the 
character's  Current  Hit 
Points.   If  the  number  of 
Current  Hit  Points  ever 
reaches  zero,  the  character 
must  make  an  Endurance 
save  or  begin  dying.   If 
successful,  the  character  is 
unconscious  1d20  rounds, 
but is stable (see below).  A 
dying  creature  loses  one 
point  of  Endurance  per 
round, until  zero is reached 
(and  the  creature  dies)  or 
until someone renders aid to 
the  character  (causing  the 
character to become stable).

A  character  who  becomes 
stable  will  be  unconscious 
1d20 rounds from that point. 
Any  time  an  unconscious 
character  awakens,  he  or 

she  has  at  least  1  Current  Hit  Point.   Time  spent 
unconscious  due  to  damage  does  not  affect  the 
character's Stun total.

Stun Points begin at zero and are totaled separately.  If 
the Stun total ever equals  or exceeds the Current  Hit 
Points,  the character  must make an Endurance roll  or 
become unconscious 1d20 rounds.

A conscious character who has Stun Points equal to or 
greater  than  Current  Hit  Points  is  Punchy.    Punchy 
characters have Disadvantage on all attacks, and on skill 
rolls as well.  Of course, each and every successful hit 
against a Punchy combatant necessitates another roll to 
avoid becoming unconscious (as given above).

Normal Healing

Characters  heal  1  point  of  Killing  damage  every  day, 
provided that normal sleep is possible.  Characters who 
choose full bedrest regain Hit Points twice a day.

Stun points are deducted at a rate of 1 point plus the 
character's  Endurance  bonus  every  hour.   Characters 
with a penalty need 1 hour plus the penalty to recover a 
stun point (i.e. 2 hours at -1, 3 hours at -2, and so on).

Lost Endurance points recover at a rate of 1d4 per week. 
This  rate  may be altered if  the  character  is  receiving 
regular care from a physician; see the Physician skill in 
the Skills section, above, for more details.

Note  that  the  character's  Maximum  Hit  Points  are 
reduced appropriately  when Endurance points  are lost 
(and  are  regained  as  the  Endurance  points  are 
recovered).  Current Hit Points are normally limited to 
no more than the Maximum Hit Points.

Rest

Normal  rest  assumes  that  the  character  is  getting  at 
least 8 hours of sleep per night; deduct the character's 
Endurance bonus from this figure.  No healing is gained 
if this condition is not met!

Full rest assumes that the character is in bed resting at 
least 18 hours in every 24, and is not performing any 
strenuous or stressful activity.
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Magic

The Basics of Magic

Spell Level

Every spell has a Base Level, called the Level for short. 
It is possible to increase the power of some spells by 
increasing the level the spell is cast at; this is called the 
Casting Level.  The level of a spell determines several 
things:

How expensive it is to learn:  The cost in XP to learn a 
new spell is shown on the following table:

Level Cost in XP

1 5

2 15

3 25

4 35

5 50

6 65

How much Mana it needs:  The Mana cost of casting a 
spell is exactly equal to its Casting Level.

How difficult it is to cast:  A character may learn a spell 
of a higher level than his or her Magic Skill Rank, or may 
increase  the  casting  level  above  it;  however,  casting 
such  a  spell  is  not  guaranteed  to  work.   Any  time  a 
character attempts to cast a spell which has a casting 
level  greater  than his  or  her  Magic  Rank,  a  Moderate 
skill  roll  is  needed  to  succeed.   Apply  the  difference 
between the Casting Level and Magic Rank as a penalty 
on this roll.  If the roll fails, the spell fails, and one-half 
(rounded up) of the required Mana cost is lost.

How much power it has:  Increasing the Casting Level of 
some spells will  increase the power of the spell.   The 
individual spell description will give details.

Learning Spells

Spell Variations

Many of the spells described in this book have multiple 
Variations.  Each variation of a spell counts as a spell by 
itself.   For  example,  the  Mystic  Bolt  spell  has  Fire, 
Lightning, and Ice variations; each is a spell of its own, 
i.e.  Mystic  Bolt  of  Fire, and  each  must  be  learned 
separately.

Casting Spells

In  order  to  cast  a  spell  the  character  must  have 
adequate mana points available.

Any  time a spell  caster  is  interrupted while  casting  a 
spell, he or she must make a Moderate Magic skill roll or 
fail to cast the spell.  If this happens, one-half (rounded 
up) of the Mana required is still consumed, but the spell 
fails and does nothing.

Regaining Mana Points

Mana points  are  regained  only  when  the  character  is 
sleeping  or  meditating.  Meditation  means  an 
uninterrupted period of light  trance; the character  will 
always be surprised if attacked during this period. 

The rate at which mana is regained is based on Will, as 
follows: 

Will Points per Hour
1-12 1
13-15 2
16-17 3
18-19 4
20-21 5
22 or higher 6
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Spell List
The list below describes the various magic spells available.  The spells described below are not necessarily the only  
spells available; indeed, with the Game Master's agreement and assistance, player characters may even create their  
own custom spells.

If a spell has variations, it will be denoted by (v) in the title, which is replaced by the name of the specific variation 
chosen.

Animate Skeleton
Level 3

(spell creating an animated skeleton under the control of 
the caster)

Animate Zombie
Level 4

(spell creating a zombie under the control of the caster)

Astral Projection
Level 5

(spell permitting the caster's spirit to travel outside the 
body, to other places or other planes)

Clairaudience
Level 2

(spell permitting the caster to hear through the ears of 
another creature in an area some distance away)

Clairvoyance
Level 2

(spell permitting the caster to see through the eyes of 
another creature in an area some distance away)

Divination
Level 4

(spell granting limited knowledge of the future)

Glamour
Level 2

(spell of illusion)

Levitation
Level 2

(spell  granting  the  ability  to  rise  into  the  air,  and  at 
higher levels actually fly)

Mind Reading
Level 1

(spell  permitting  the  caster  to  look  into  the  mind  of 
another; involves a presence contest)

Mystic Bolt of (v)
Level 1

This spell creates a bolt of energy which does 1d4 points 
of damage to a single target up to 50 paces away.  The 
caster may add levels to increase the damage and/or the 
range of this spell.   The damage can be increased by 
1d4 points per added level.  The range can be increased 
by 50 paces per added level.

A Save vs.  Agility  may be made by the target  of  this 
spell; if successful, damage is reduced to half.

Mystic Bolt has three variations: Fire, Ice, and Lightning.

Seeming
Level 3

(spell of disguise)

Sending
Level 3

(spell of communication over a distance)

Sleep
Level 1

(causes living creatures to fall asleep)

Spray of (v)
Level 2

This spell allows the caster to produce a gout of flame 
or ice (depending on the variation) which spreads from 
his  outstretched fingertips  over a cone-shaped area 3 
paces away and 3 paces at the widest point.  The spell 
does 1d6 points of the appropriate type of damage to all 
within  the  area  of  effect.   Any  character  touched  by 
even part of the area is considered within the area.

A Save vs. Agility may be made by each creature in the 
area of effect; if successful, damage is reduced to half.

The area of effect may be increased by 2 paces in each 
dimension  for  each  level  added.   Levels  may also  be 
added to increase the damage done; each level added 
increases  the  damage one die  size,  from 1d6 to  1d8, 
then 1d10, then 1d12 (the maximum damage this spell 
may cause).
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Finally,  adding  levels  to  the  spell  can  add  rounds  of 
effect, such that each level added grants the caster an 
additional round.  On each such added round, the caster 
may direct the spell's effect to cover a different area if 
he wishes, or may withhold the effect (but this does not 
further increase the duration, i.e. any round's effect not 
used is lost).

This spell has two variations, Flame and Ice.

Telekinesis
Level 3

(allows you to move things with your mind)

Teleport
Level 5

(teleports the caster or a target)

Transformation
Level 5

(spell which changes caster or a target into some other 
type of living creature)

Veil
Level 2

(spell of invisibility)
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The Land of Anderia

Introduction to Anderia

Anderia is  a different sort of world than most fantasy 
campaign  worlds,  in  that  it  is  a  sort  of  Fairyland. 
Ordinary, mundane humans are in some ways outsiders 
here, even though they have lived on the continent for 
more than three  centuries.   The forests  are dark and 
mysterious, the Fae and Shae and all the others strange. 
It  is  meant  to  be  an  altogether  different  style  of 
campaign world.

The Arrival of Men

More than three centuries ago, nine ships made landfall 
near the Shae city of Imberron Terrantha.  Aboard were 
more  than  four  hundred  Human  refugees  from  a 
catastrophe in  a  distant  land.   Stories  vary as  to the 
nature of the catastrophe... some say it was war, others 
claim a natural disaster, still others a plague.

The current calendar in use in south Anderia is reckoned 
from this event, called the Arrival.

Shae diviners  foresaw the arrival  of  the Human ships, 
and sent an ambassador, Loral Ro Vardis, to meet them. 
Loral met with the leader of the Humans, a man named 
Johan  Suther,  and  informed  him  that  the  Shae  had 
already decided to allow the Humans to settle in south 
Anderia,  beyond  the  central  mountains.   Loral  would 
serve as their guide.

Though there was some dissension among the Humans, 
eventually they decided to accept the offer.  As the land 
of Anderia is entirely south of the equator, the climate 
becomes  progressively  cooler  from  north  to  south;  it 
was obvious to all that the Shae were giving the Humans 
the territories with the coolest weather.
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Cities of South Anderia

In the south, the captains of the nine ships founded nine 
cities.   Of  those nine,  seven still  exist.   The cities  of 
Sutherain, Pendelain, Elcadan, and Dorinthell are called 
"southern"  cities;  Shevenfort  and  Shordain  are 
"northern" cities, and Endifaro is considered "western." 
A few lesser cities have sprung up since then, as well as 
numerous villages.

Although all the cities were originally walled, in recent 
times they have grown too fast to wall in.  As a result, 
most cities consist of a walled central area and several 
villages within a few minutes walk.  The smaller villages 
are usually governed by a Magistrate, who answers only 
to the city's  ruler.   A larger  area of  small  towns and 
villages  extends  around  each  city  for  many  miles, 
eventually thinning out into wilderness.

The Confederacy of Man

The seven cities  consider  themselves members  of  the 
Confederacy  of  Man,  and  all  swear  fealty  to  the 
Emperor;  however,  the  cities  are  actually  very 
independent,  and  the  Emperor's  position  is  largely 
ceremonial.   The  one  exception  is  when  non-Human 
forces threaten any of the cities; if that should happen, 
the  Emperor  is  responsible  for  organizing  and 
commanding the military forces of the seven cities in the 
common  defense.   Most  generally,  the  Emperor  will 
appoint a Field Commander to perform this task.

The current Emperor, Joseph IX, came to power in the 
year  314,  at  the  age  of  27.   His  reign  has  been 
uneventful.

The Doomed Cities

Besides the seven cities, there were two more cities of 
Men,  called  Zamarkain  and  Meliochrysus.   They  were 
founded  in  the  time  of  the  Arrival  in  the  northlands, 
beyond the central mountains.  The two cities, placed in 
territory claimed by the Shae, were nonetheless left in 
peace for over a century.  It was not the Shae, but rather 
the  Munor  who  besieged  and  sacked  the  two  great 
cities, striking swiftly from Darkwood in the year 116.

The Ranger and His City

In the year 266, the Ranger Lord Rendelin (some spell it 
Rendelain)  entered  the  ruined  city  of  Meliochrysus. 
After talking to the King of Shordain, he recruited over 
two hundred people, mostly Shordains, to repopulate the 
city.   He  wanted  to  call  the  revitalized  city  "New 
Meliochrysus",  but  most  people  called  it  "Rendelain". 
For  most  of  ten  years,  Rendelin  ruled  the  city;  then, 
once again, disaster struck.  The Munor, with their new 
allies, the Gorics, attacked in force.  They easily leveled 
the small city, which had a population of perhaps 6,000 
people at the time.  It is said that this is when Rendelin 
and his sword Silverblade disappeared.

Founding of Shazur Keep

Shazur Keep was founded in 228 as a business venture: 
a trading post for the nomadic herdsmen of the area.  It 
was  deserted  in  242  when  Munor  from  the  Soenil 
overran the nomads.  The nomads moved away from the 
central  Soenil  toward more inhabited territories  where 
the Munor hordes feared to follow, and thus the Keep 
fell  into  disuse  and  was  eventually  deserted.   Shazur 
Keep is still owned by the Southern Merchants Guild in 
Pendelain.

Fortress of Holzed Wohrain

The fortress Holzed Wohrain was built around the year 
75, to facilitate trade between the Arimaspi and Humans. 
However, this ambitious venture didn't pay for itself, and 
the Humans (the King of Shevenfort, to be exact) sold it 
to  the  Fae,  who  felt  that  they  could  operate  it  to 
everyones' benefit.  The Munor, ancestral enemies of the 
Fae,  learned  of  this  and  soon  attacked  the  fortress. 
They won, but were later decimated by a plague, which 
some say was a Fae curse.  It  is  said that the Munor 
chieftain,  Urdmon,  owned  an  enchanted  battle  axe  of 
great  and  evil  power,  and  that  the  axe  lies  with  his 
remains somewhere within the ruined fortress.
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The Four Guilds

There are many guilds of artisans in south Anderia, but 
when a native of the Confederacy of Man mentions the 
“four guilds,” any other native would immediately know 
which  guilds  were  being  discussed:   the  Merchant's 
Guild, the Ranger's Guild, the Explorer's Society, and the 
Society of the Iron Falcon.  These four guilds have been 
collectively responsible for much of the growth of the 
lands of south Anderia.

The Merchant's Guild

It seems to some that the Merchant's Guild has always 
existed; it is certainly true that the Guild predates the 
arrival  of  Humans  on  the  Anderian  continent.   The 
Guild's sole purpose in existence is to promote the goals 
(i.e. profits) of its members.  To this end, they created 
and still maintain the standard currency used throughout 
south Anderia.

The Ranger's Guild

The  Rangers  were  formed  early  in  south  Anderian 
history; no one knows the date, or who the first Ranger 
was,  but  it  seems  as  if  they've  always  been  around. 
Rangers are warriors,  woodsmen,  and scouts,  living in 
the small  communities  on the edge of the wilderness. 
They seek out threats to those communities, defeating 
them when they can, returning with word for the King 
when  the  enemy is  too  strong.   Rangers  shun  wealth 
beyond what is needed for their own survival, and do not 
collect more personal property than they can reasonably 
carry.  Those who survive to retire often settle in the 
same communities they once defended.

The Explorer's Society

The Society, as it is often called, is open to those who 
wish  to  explore  the  untamed  wilderness.   Many 
adventurers  belong  to  the  Explorer's  Society.   The 
Society  maintains libraries (usually with extensive map 
rooms)  in  all  the  major  cities  of  south  Anderia. 
Membership requires dues of 100 SC per year; admission 
to Society facilities requires current membership papers.

The Society of the Iron Falcon

There  were  no wizards  of  any  sort  among those who 
arrived on those first nine ships; magic was unknown in 
the land they were fleeing.  Some of the Fae befriended 
the  Humans  and  taught  a  few  of  their  number  the 
magical arts, though there was much prejudice against 
them among the other Humans.

Those first Human wizards, facing this prejudice, banded 
together  in  guilds  and  kept  themselves  apart  in  wild 
areas on the fringes of the early settlements.  Then in 
the year 22 a wizard by the name of Ush Afrain rose to a 
high  rank  in  the  service  of  King  Suther  the  First.   In 

recognition of his numerous services, the King ordered 
that wizardry would no longer be dishonorable within his 
domain, and that wizards would have the full protection 
of the law.  Ush rose to the leadership of his guild and 
created from it an organization he called the Society of 
the Iron Falcon.  The Iron Falcon (as the society is often 
called) is officially recognized by the Emperor, and all 
members swear an oath of fealty to the Emperor as part 
of their initiation.

The Iron Falcon maintains a number of magic schools in 
the major cities of south Anderia.  New apprentices must 
pay 100 SC as dues to the Society upon entry into the 
service  of  a  member  wizard,  and  when  accepted  as 
journeymen (and thus as full  members of the Society) 
must  pay an additional  100 SC per year thereafter to 
maintain their membership.  Access to the facilities of 
the Iron Falcon is, of course, only granted to members 
who are fully paid up and otherwise in good standing.

Naer Daval

When they first arrived in south Anderia, the refugees 
were  surprised  to  find  a  few  Humans  already  living 
there.  They identified themselves as Davali, and claimed 
to be from a city-state called Naer Daval on an island 
east of the Anderian island-continent.

The refugees and the Davali coexisted in peace for some 
time.  However, there came a time at last when the new 
kings of the south declared their sovereignty over the 
Davali living within their borders; this led to some strife 
with them, and many of the Davali simply left.
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Explorers returning from the east reported that yes, in 
fact,  there  was  a  city-state  called  Naer  Daval,  and 
though the people there seemed ordinary enough, they 
were very strong in magic.  In particular, the kings of the 
southern  cities  were  very  concerned  about  the  Brass 
Navy and Phantom Army of Naer Daval... military units of 
untold  age  which  could  lie  dormant  for  many  years, 
unseen and unsuspected,  until  the king of  Naer Daval 
saw fit to call  them up.  Diplomats to the Naer Daval 
reported that the Davali  king seemed angry about the 
Davali colonists who had been so poorly treated by the 
kings of the south.  Soon talk of war filled the councils 
of  the  kings,  and  by  the  spring  of  96  it  seemed 
inevitable.

The leader of the Society of the Iron Falcon at that time 
was a powerful wizard named Yentis Afrain ad Suth.  He 
came  to  the  newly  crowned  first  Emperor  of  the 
Confederacy of Man, Joseph I, and proposed a sorcerous 
solution.  Using a curse created by a council of the most 
powerful  wizards  of  the Society,  they would push the 
city of Naer Daval into a dimension of timeless shadow; 
later,  when  the  kings  of  the  south  were  prepared  to 
meet the Davali on a more even footing, the city could 
be  recalled  by  means  of  a  counterspell  scribed  on  a 
scroll.

The  stratagem  was  a  success,  and  Naer  Daval 
disappeared.   The  new  Emperor  ordered  that  the 
counterscroll  be  hidden  somewhere  very  safe,  and 
Yentis agreed.

Since that time, no Emperor considered it worth the risk 
to recall the city; it was even rumored that the Society 
had  forgotten  where  the  scroll  was  hidden.   But  not 
every Davali was within the city when it disappeared... 
many, it seemed, remained within the cities and villages 
of  the  south.   In  the  year  317,  a  group  of  rebels 
including  several  men  of  Davali  descent  defied  the 
orders of the Emperor and the actions of the Society and 
recovered the scroll, using it to restore Naer Daval from 
out of shadow.  Once again the Emperor and the kings 
of the south talk of war with the Davali; it seems only a 
matter of time.

Commonly Known Languages

Arimaspic (Arimaspi)
Davali (Naer Daval)
Fae Tanr (Fae)
Faroshan (Endifaro)
Felri (Felris)
Omoril (Shae)

Sheven (Shevenfort)
Shorin (Shordain)
Solymir (Solymi)
Sutheril (southern Humans)
Svartalkan (Pidgen used by Munor and Goric tribes)

Magical Languages

Silfirtal  Tanr  (Silver  Tongue)  is  the  magical  language 
used by the Fae; many Human wizards know this tongue. 

Tortharu is  the  magical  language  used  by  the  Shae. 
They do not normally teach it to other races. 

Histrue  Invakar   is  used  by  those  who  perform  the 
blackest of magic.  It is commonly used by the Munor 
and Goric races.

The Calendar

Months of the Year

1 Janus 5 Bellan 9 Tembrus
2 Imbar 6 Pendus 10 Octanus
3 Mark 7 Zulis 11 Saman
4 Quar 8 Lugnas 12 Decus

Janus, Quar, Zulis, Octanus

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8 9 10 11 12 13 14
15 16 17 18 19 20 21
22 23 24 25 26 27 28
29 30

Imbar, Bellan, Lugnas, Saman

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat
1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10 11 12
13 14 15 16 17 18 19
20 21 22 23 24 25 26
27 28 29 30 31

Mark, Pendus, Tembrus, Decus

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat
1 2

3 4 5 6 7 8 9
10 11 12 13 14 15 16
17 18 19 20 21 22 23
24 25 26 27 28 29 30
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Character Races
As described in the Introduction, Anderia is a world of men... Fae, Arimaspi, Gorics, and all the other humanoids are  
effectively variations on ordinary Humanity.  In this section are rules for generating player characters of various 
races.  Some races are not listed here, as they should be the sole purview of the GM.

Arimaspi

This one-eyed, bald (males and females both) race lives 
near  a  river  that  runs  with  gold.   Many  have  griffon 
mounts.   Arimaspi  are  mysterious  and  soft-spoken. 
Males average 5' 9” and 150 pounds, females 5' 8” and 
140 pounds.  Most live about 90 years.

Ability Score Adjustments: Endurance +1, Agility -1

Fae

These  creatures  are  about  5'  tall  (male  and  female), 
slender (about 100 pounds) and agile; most, but not all, 
have pointed ears.  They speak a nearly musical tongue. 
The northern regions of Anderia are largely  controlled 
by a "higher" race of Fae called the  Shae (see below). 
There are, however,  a few Fae found in the forests of 
southern Anderia; most such have dark or reddish hair 
and green eyes, though as many as one in twenty have 
white  hair  and  blue  eyes.   All  Fae  have  very  light 
complexions, and all have Nightvision.  An average Fae 
will live about 600 years.

Ability  Score  Adjustments:  Agility  +1,  Reason  +1, 
Strength -1, Endurance -1

Human

Note  that,  throughout  the  rules,  when  a  race  is 
described as Human, it is a reference to the “common” 
humans.   Several  subtypes  of  Humans  are  found  in 
various parts of Anderia.  Ordinary Humans live about 75 
years.  The various Human subraces vary in appearance, 
as follows:

The people  of  the  southern cities  have dark  hair  and 
light tan skin.  They average 5'8" (male) or 5'6" (female). 
Those of Shordain are tall, with dark skin and hair; they 
average  6'2"  and  185#  (male)  or  5'10"  and  145# 
(female).  The people of Shevenfort have red hair and 
pale skin (often with freckles).  They average 6'0" and 
175# (male) or 5'7" and 140# (female).  The people of 
Endifaro have blond hair, blue eyes, and pale to light tan 
skin.   They average 6'1" and 180# (male) or 5'8" and 
140# (female).
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The Game Master's Guide to Anderia
In this section you will find information about the strange creatures and mysterious beings who inhabit Anderia.  
The materials in this section are for the GM's eyes only... if you will be playing in an Anderian campaign, please,  
don't read any further.

Non-Player Character Races

This section presents rules for generating characters of 
the various non-player character races.  Not races all are 
appropriate  for  player  characters;  some,  such  as  the 
Gorics,  are  inferior  to  the  “common”  Humans,  while 
others,  such as the  Shae,  are  obviously  superior.   Of 
course, allowing a player to play an inferior  character 
should not be a problem (if the player really wants to, 
why not?) but superior player characters can seriously 
unbalance the campaign.   Also, some races should be 
kept  mysterious;  allowing  a  player  to  play  such  a 
character would obviously work against that.  Thus, this 
section lists those races which should not ordinarily be 
used by players.

Each  of  the  races  below  has  its  own  language,  but 
unless  they  are  listed  in  the  “Commonly  Known 
Languages” section,  player character  will  not normally 
know them.

Aerangin

The Aerangin are an exception to the rule that all the 
sentient humanoids of Anderia are technically “human.” 
Aerangin are humanoid avians, averaging about 4' 5” tall 
and 55 pounds (males and females being the same size). 
Their  arms  are  wings  (or,  alternately,  their  wings  are 
arms),  having three fingers  and a thumb at  the  outer 
wing-joint.   Females  are  typically  marked  with  duller 
colors  than  males.   Different  tribes  of  Aerangin  have 
different color markings, but all are of the same species.

Ability Score Adjustments: Agility +2, Strength -2

Goric

The goric are small, sometimes hairy fey creatures with 
large ears and eyes.  Males and females tend to be the 
same size, averaging 4' 3” and 75 pounds.  They are not 
particularly  intelligent,  but  have an unusual  knack  for 
tinkering; many can pick locks or perform other “thiefly” 
acts.

Ability Score Adjustments: Agility +1, Strength -2, 
Presence -2, Reason -1

Mer

These are perhaps the least “human” of all the races of 
men.  The Mer people are creatures of the ocean, having 
the heads, arms, and torsos of Humans with the tails of 
dolphins.  They do breath air, but much like dolphins can 
hold their breath and dive for long periods.  Mer people 
are capricious and sometimes cruel.

Ability Score Adjustments: Endurance +1

Munor

The munor are bestial sub-men, with pronounced teeth, 
small or nonexistent ears, and flattened, upturned noses. 
They are brutal, sadistic, and cowardly.  Munor are able 
to interbreed with humans, but the offspring are always 
more munor than man.  They have been known to kidnap 
human women for this purpose.

Ability Score Adjustments: Strength +2, Reason -2

Shae

These “superior” Fae are ancient and powerful, and are 
as distrustful of Humans as Humans are of them.  Shae 
characters are generally  not available for players.  An 
average Shae will live about 600 years.

Ability Score Adjustments: Agility +1, Reason +2

Solymi

This tall, slender race has golden-tan skin and bronze or 
yellow hair.  Males average 6' 1” and 165 pounds, while 
females  average  5'  11”  and  125  pounds.   Some  ride 
pegasi  as  steeds.   Little  is  known  about  them  as  a 
people.  They are found in two places, in the cities of 
Solymir and Archae in the Solyn Archipelago.  Most live 
about 85 years.

Ability Score Adjustments: Agility +1, Strength -1

Tian

Tian are not humanoid at all; rather, they are sentient 
giant spiders.  Nonetheless, Tian are characters, in the 
sense that they are sentient and able to learn the same 
sorts  of  skills  as  other  races.   It  is  strongly 
recommended  that  Tian  not  be  allowed  as  player 
characters,  ever,  due to the extremely alien nature of 
the species.

Ability Score Adjustments: Agility +3, Reason +2, 
Endurance -2
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Creatures of Anderia
The various creatures of Anderia are described below. 
Note that statistics given are for average creatures; the 
GM is invited to modify them as he or she sees fit.  The 
statistics are as follows:

Hit  Points:  The number  of  hit  points  of  damage the 
creature  can  take  before  falling  unconscious  (and 
beginning to die).

Defense Rating:   The defense rating or  ratings of the 
creature.   Several  scores  may  be  given,  with 
explanations  for  each.   If  a  notation  "+  armor"  is 
included, the monster is one that might use armor and 
thus gain a bonus.

Movement:  The  movement  rate,  or  rates,  of  the 
creature, given in paces per round.

Rolls:   Two scores are usually given here, Physical and 
Mental;  Physical  should  be  used  for  rolls  involving 
Strength, Endurance, or Agility, while Mental should be 
used for rolls involving Reason or Will.  (Most creatures 
won't need to make Presence rolls.)  In some cases, a 
full or partial set of ability scores will be given.

Attacks:  These are listed as a subtable.  For each attack 
form the creature normally can use, the  Attack Rating, 
Damage,  and  Range (if  relevant)  will  be listed.   Most 
animals  can  use  all  their  attacks  each  round,  while 
humanoids usually use only one form each round.  The 
textual description will clarify how a creature's attacks 
may be used, if it is not otherwise clear.

Animated Skeleton (Bone Warrior)

Hit Points 2d6

Defense Rating 11 / 15 vs. hack/slash/puncture

Movement 10

Rolls Physical 17, Mental 1

Attack Attack Rating Damage Range

By Weapon +1 by wpn. by wpn.

Fist +2 1d6 n/a

Animated skeletons are  undead monsters.  As with all 
undead,  they  take  1d8  points  of  killing  damage  if 
splashed with holy water.  They are immune to control 
spells (except those specific to undead) and all forms of 
mind-affecting spells.

They do not  have Stun points,  and are immune to all 
such  damage.   Having  no  flesh  to  rend,  animated 
skeletons are resistant to attacks that involve hacking, 
cutting, or puncturing; use the larger armor figure given 
above when one is attacked by such a weapon.

Animated skeletons are nothing more than automatons, 
able  to  do  only  the  simplest  tasks.   They  may  be 
controlled  directly  by  their  creator,  or  given 
“programmed” tasks to perform (“kill all save for myself 
who approach this crypt”, for instance).

Barghest

Hit Points 3d6

Defense Rating 15 / 20 vs non-magical weapons

Movement 15 (see below)

Rolls Physical 15, Mental 4

Attack Attack Rating Damage Range

Bite +3 2d4 n/a

A barghest is a monstrous, spectral black dog with huge 
teeth and claws.  Generally solitary, these monsters are 
vicious killers of men.  A barghest can walk on water, 
and  can  cross  chasms  as  if  walking  on  solid  ground. 
However, when doing the latter, the creature will fall if it 
stops moving, and it cannot ascend through the air.

Bears

Bears  can  strike  twice  with  their  claws  in  any  round 
where the bear moves a half move or less; if either claw 
hits, the bear may also attempt to bite.

Bear, Black

Hit Points 3d8

Defense Rating 14

Movement 10

Rolls Physical 15, Mental 3

Attack Attack Rating Damage Range

Bite +3 1d8 n/a

Claw +3 1d6 n/a
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Bear, Brown

Hit Points 4d8

Defense Rating 15

Movement 10

Rolls Physical 17, Mental 3

Attack Attack Rating Damage Range

Bite +4 1d10 n/a

Claw +4 1d8 n/a

Bear, Mountain

Hit Points 5d8

Defense Rating 16

Movement 10

Rolls Physical 19, Mental 3

Attack Attack Rating Damage Range

Bite +5 1d12 n/a

Claw +5 1d10 n/a

Cat, Domestic

Hit Points 1d4+1

Defense Rating 13

Movement 15

Rolls Physical 8, Agility 19, Mental 4

Attack Attack Rating Damage Range

Bite +1 1d2 n/a

These  statistics  represent  the  most  common  form  of 
house cat.  Cats are unusually lucky creatures; any time 
a cat must make a Saving Throw and fails, it receives a 
second chance (i.e. a second roll).

Cheetah (and Hunting Cat)

Hit Points 2d8

Defense Rating 14

Movement 30

Rolls Physical 12, Mental 4

Attack Attack Rating Damage Range

Bite +2 1d8 n/a

The cheetah is a member of the cat family that is unique 
in  its  speed,  while  lacking  climbing  abilities.   The 
cheetah's  chest  is  deep  and  its  waist  is  narrow.  The 
coarse, short fur of the cheetah is tan with round black 
spots  measuring from ¾” to 1 ¼” across,  affording it 
some camouflage while hunting. There are no spots on 
its white underside, but the tail has spots, which merge 
to form four to six dark rings at the end. The tail usually 
ends in a bushy white tuft. The cheetah has a small head 
with  high-set  eyes.  Black  "tear  marks"  run  from  the 
corner  of  its  eyes  down the  sides  of  the  nose  to  its 
mouth  to  keep sunlight  out  of  its  eyes  and to  aid  in 

hunting and seeing long distances. Although it can reach 
high  speeds,  its  body  cannot  stand  long  distance 
running. It is a sprinter.

The adult cheetah weighs from 85 to 140 pounds.  Its 
total body length is from 45 to 53 inches, while the tail 
can  measure  up  to  33”  in  length.  Males  tend  to  be 
slightly  larger  than  females  and  have  slightly  bigger 
heads, but there is not a great variation in cheetah sizes 
and  it  is  difficult  to  tell  males  and  females  apart  by 
appearance alone. 

Hunting cats are a species of cheetah originally tamed 
by  the  Fae,  but  now  employed  by  Humans  as  well. 
Statistically, they are just like wild cheetahs.  They come 
in a variety of patterns, with an orange or white base 
color  that  might  or  might  not  be  marked  with  spots. 
Some are entirely black, and a few varieties are marked 
with black “masks” covering all or part of the face.

Deer, Doe

Hit Points 2d8

Defense Rating 13

Movement 25

Rolls Physical 10, Agility 17, Mental 2

Attack Attack Rating Damage Range

Butt +1 1d6 n/a

Deer  are  herbivorous 
mammals  found  in  herds. 
They are normally shy and 
skittish,  preferring  to  run 
away  rather  than  fight  in 
most situations. 

A  doe  is  a  female  deer. 
Males  are  called  bucks  or 
stags;  see  below  for  their 
statistics.
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Deer, Stag

Hit Points 3d8

Defense Rating 13

Movement 25

Rolls Physical 14, Agility 16, Mental 2

Attack Attack Rating Damage Range

Antlers/Butt +3 1d8 n/a

Male deer (stags) grow and shed new antlers each year. 
While  they  have  antlers,  they  may  tend  to  be  more 
aggressive  than  normal,  especially  against  small 
numbers  of  opponents  who  may  appear  to  threaten 
nearby females.

Dog, Common

Hit Points 2d8

Defense Rating 12

Movement 10

Rolls Physical 10, Mental 4

Attack Attack Rating Damage Range

Bite +1 1d4 n/a

These statistics represent ordinary dogs of the sort kept 
as pets.

Dog, Guard or War

Hit Points 3d6

Defense Rating 14 + armor

Movement 15

Rolls Physical 14, Mental 4

Attack Attack Rating Damage Range

Bite +3 1d6 n/a

These statistics  represent  larger,  more aggressive dog 
species,  bred  to  fight  each  other,  guard  buildings  or 
other locations,  to fight wolves,  or even to go to war 
with their masters.  War dogs may be armored just as 
men or horses might be.

Dragon

A dragon is a large reptilian creature; beyond this, there 
are many variations, for dragons are creatures of primal 
chaos.  Dragons range from half a ton up to as much as 
ten tons in size.  A dragon with wings and two legs is 
called a wyvern; one with wings and four legs is a drake. 
A dragon with four or more legs but no wings is called a 
wyrm.  Most dragons have one head, but a few have two 
or  even  more;  those  having  multiple  heads  may have 
identical heads, or they may be different.  A dragon may 
have a long, whiplike tail, a short stubby tail, or no tail at 
all.  Winged dragons larger than about five tons will not 
be able to fly.

Regardless of the physical details given here, any male 
and female dragon may mate and produce viable eggs; 
each  baby  dragon  will  vary  in  appearance,  often 
differing from either parent.  An average clutch of eggs 
will  consist  of  1d6 eggs,  each of  which  has a 3 in 4 
chance of being viable.

The following tables can be used to randomly generate a 
dragon, but it is recommended that the GM design each 
dragon personally.
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Dragon Size

The first step in creating a dragon is to determine its 
size.   Roll  1d20 on the  table below to  determine the 
dragon's Adult Size, that is, the maximum size it will be 
when mature.

About 1 in 4 dragons will be immature.  Roll 1d4, and if 
the result is 1, roll the dice specified under “Current Size 
Roll” to find out how large it is now.  Look up the result 
of the Current Size roll in the first column to find the 
correct Hit Point roll and Defense Rating for the dragon.

Even for an immature dragon, the Adult Size is used to 
determine some factors, such as body shape (in the next 
section, below).

Die Roll Size
Current 
Size Roll Hit Points

Defense 
Rating

0 1/2 ton 2d8 11

1-2 1 ton 1d3-1 4d8 12

3-6 2 tons 1d6-1 6d8 13

7-9 3 tons 1d10-1 8d8 14

10-12 4 tons 2d6 10d8 15

13-14 5 tons 2d6+1 12d8 16

15-16 6 tons 2d6+3 14d8 17

17 7 tons 2d6+5 16d8 18

18 8 tons 2d6+6 18d8 19

19 9 tons 2d6+7 20d8 20

20 10 tons 2d6+8 22d8 21

Body Type

Next, determine the dragon's body type by rolling on the 
table below.  Note that the table reads sideways; roll 
1d20, then read across the appropriate Adult Size row to 
find out the dragon's overall body type.

Adult Size

2 Legs plus 
Wings 

(Wyvern)

4 Legs 
(Lesser 
Wyrm)

4 Legs plus 
Wings 

(Drake)

6 Legs 
(Great 
Wyrm)

1 ton 1-12 13-15 16-20

2 tons 1-8 9-14 15-20

3 tons 1-7 8-12 13-20

4 tons 1-5 6-10 11-19 20

5 tons 1-2 3-6 7-18 19-20

6 tons 1-4 5-16 17-20

7 tons 1-2 3-13 14-20

8 tons 1 2-11 12-20

9 tons 1-9 10-20

10 tons 1-20

Number of Heads

Roll 1d20 on the following table to determine how many 
heads the dragon has.  Note that a dragon has one bite 
attack  per  head,  per  round.   Each  head  may  have  a 
different special attack (see below for details).

Die Roll Number of Heads

1-14 1

15-17 2

18-19 3

20 Roll again and add 3

Body Shape

Roll 1d20 to determine whether the dragon is lizard-like 
(1-10)  or  serpentine  (11-20).   Serpentine  dragons  are 
able  to  bite  opponents  on  all  sides  without  turning 
around, since their heads are on long, flexible necks.

Tail

Roll on the following table to determine what sort of tail 
the  dragon  has.   Short-tailed  dragons  may not  attack 
with their tails.  Dragons with stinger-equipped tails add 
a lethal poison to the normal tail damage (given below), 
which causes 1d4 points of damage to the victim each 
round for 1d10 rounds; a successful Endurance roll will 
allow the victim to take this damage as stunning rather 
than killing damage.  Dragons with two tails may attack 
with each tail separately each round.

Die Roll Tail

1-10 Short or No Tail

11-17 Long, whiplike tail

18-19 Long, whiplike tail with stinger

20 Two identical tails (roll 1d8+10)

Movement

A dragon's  movement rate is  related to its weight,  as 
you might expect.  Flying movement listed below is only 
for those dragons having wings.

Current Size Walking
Walking, Great 

Wyrm Flying

1/2 ton 15 paces 23 paces 45 paces

1 ton 13 paces 20 paces 45 paces

2 tons 10 paces 15 paces 40 paces

3 tons 8 paces 13 paces 35 paces

4 tons 8 paces 12 paces 30 paces

5 tons 8 paces 12 paces 25 paces

6 tons 7 paces 12 paces

7 tons 7 paces 11 paces

8 tons 7 paces 11 paces

9 tons 6 paces 10 paces

10 tons 6 paces 9 paces
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Attack Ratings

A dragon's Attack Ratings with its natural weapons are 
based on the dragon's  relative age,  so this table isn't 
broken up the same as those that precede it.  Dragons 
gain  experience  in  the  same  way  as  other  sentient 
creatures,  so  the  GM should  feel  free  to  alter  these 
figures as he or she sees fit.

Growth Bite, Claw Tail, Wing

Up to 25% +3 +1

26-50% +6 +3

51-75% +9 +5

76-100% +12 +7

Damage

Use the following table to find the standard damage rolls 
for various dragon attacks.  Note that not all  dragons 
will be able to perform tail or wing attacks.  All dragons 
except  for  wyverns  may  make  two  claw  attacks  per 
round; wyverns may make only one, unless the wyvern is 
flying during the round it  attacks.  Additional  damage 
may apply due to special attacks.

Current 
Size

Bite 
Damage

Claw 
Damage

Tail
Damage

Wing
Damage

1/2 ton 1d6 1d4 1d4 1d4

1 ton 1d8 1d6 1d4 1d4

2 tons 1d10 1d6 1d6 1d4

3 tons 1d12 1d8 1d6 1d6

4 tons 2d6 2d4 1d8 1d6

5 tons 2d8 2d6 1d8 1d6

6 tons 2d10 2d8 1d10 1d8

7 tons 3d6 2d10 1d10 1d8

8 tons 3d8 2d10 1d12 1d10

9 tons 3d8 2d12 1d12 1d10

10 tons 3d10 2d12 2d8 N/A

Special Attacks

Many  dragons  have  special  attacks,  the  most  famous 
being those who can breath fire.  Roll on the following 
table to determine what sort of attack the dragon may 
perform; dragons having two or more heads may have 
the  same  attacks  for  each  head,  or  they  may  be 
different.

Die Roll Attack Type

1-3 None

4-10 Breathes Fire

11 Gaze Petrifies

12-18 Poisonous Bite

19-20 Lightning Bolts

When a dragon breathes fire, it does fire damage to all 
within a conical area, given as a number of paces; the 
area is one pace wide at the dragon's mouth, the given 

number of paces wide at the widest part of the cone, 
and that number of paces long.  Breathing fire costs the 
dragon a given number of mana points.  Victims may roll 
vs.  Agility;  if  successful,  damage  is  reduced  by  half. 
Consult the Fire Breathing table, below, for the relevant 
statistics.

If a dragon has a petrifying gaze, any attacker who can 
see  the  dragon's  eyes  must  make  a  Save  vs.  Reason 
each round to keep his or her eyes averted.  Failure of 
this roll results in the victim being turned permanently to 
stone (though this  may be reversible by magic).   The 
dragon pays no cost for this power, which works so long 
as the dragon's eyes are open.

A poisonous bite does normal damage, plus 1d6 points 
of  poison  damage  each  round  for  2d6  rounds;  a 
successful Endurance roll  will  allow the victim to take 
this damage as stunning rather than killing damage, but 
the roll must be made for each die of damage rolled.

A dragon's lightning bolt power works very much as the 
fire breathing power does, and like that power it has its 
own table of statistics.  As with fire breathing, lightning 
bolt victims may Save vs. Agility to reduce damage by 
half.  The area of effect is one pace wide by the given 
number of paces long.

Fire Breathing

Current Size Cone of Effect Damage Mana Cost

1/2 ton 2 paces 2d4 2

1 ton 3 paces 3d4 3

2 tons 4 paces 3d6 4

3 tons 6 paces 3d8 4

4 tons 8 paces 3d8 5

5 tons 10 paces 3d10 5

6 tons 12 paces 3d10 5

7 tons 14 paces 3d12 5

8 tons 16 paces 3d12 5

9 tons 18 paces 4d10 5

10 tons 20 paces 4d12 5

Lightning Bolt

Current Size Line of Effect Damage Mana Cost

1/2 ton 3 paces 2d4 2

1 ton 6 paces 3d4 3

2 tons 9 paces 3d6 4

3 tons 12 paces 3d8 4

4 tons 15 paces 3d8 5

5 tons 18 paces 3d10 5

6 tons 21 paces 3d10 5

7 tons 24 paces 3d12 5

8 tons 27 paces 3d12 5

9 tons 30 paces 4d10 5

10 tons 33 paces 4d12 5
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Additional Details

Dragons come in a broad range of colors;  green, red, 
gray, and brown are common, but blue, yellow, and even 
purple dragons have been seen.  Typical dragons have 
metallic-colored  hide  when  hatched,  which  loses  the 
metallic  sheen  with  age,  changing  first  to  a  glossy, 
enamel-like  coloration,  then  to  a  dull,  flat  color. 
However, it's not unknown for an old dragon to still have 
a metallic sheen, nor for a hatchling to be born dull and 
flat.   Dragons  are  rarely  if  ever  more than one color 
(though  they  do  tend  to  be  lighter  in  color  in  the 
abdominal  area).   As  the  dragon's  color  has  little  in-
game effect, the GM is encouraged to choose as he or 
she sees fit.

A dragon should be treated as having a Physical score of 
14  plus  its  weight  in  tons  (rounded  down),  with  a 
maximum figure of 19.  Roll a dragon's Reason and Will 
on 3d6, as usual, but for Presence roll 2d6+7.

Dragons having a Reason of 8 or higher will speak their 
own language, called Draconic.  Those having a Reason 
of 11 or higher will know additional languages, one per 
each two points of Reason (so one additional language 
at Reason 11, two at Reason 13, and so on).  Dragons 
with a Reason of 13 may know how to use magic; the 
GM must develop this ability as he or she sees fit.

Example of Dragon Design

The GM decides to create a dragon entirely at random 
(usually, you should at least decide on the dragon's size 
without resorting to dice, but for this example we will 
create the whole monster that way).

The first roll, for the dragon's Adult Size, comes up 17; 
this  means  the  dragon  will  grow  to  be  7  tons  at 
adulthood.   A  d4  is  rolled  and  1  comes  up,  so  this 
dragon is immature; therefore, 1d12+5 is rolled (as given 
on  the  table),  giving  a  result  of  14...  this  dragon  is 
presently 5 tons in size.  Rolling 12d8 results in a total 
Hit Point value of 44.  The dragon has a Defense Rating 
of 16 at present.

Next, the GM rolls 1d20 again, getting a result of 15; this 
dragon is a great wyrm.  Rolling again, the GM gets a 
result  of  20 for  the  number of  heads;  as  this  is  “roll 
again plus 3,” he rolls again, getting a 4 (which normally 
means 1 head).  Adding three gives a total of four heads.

Rolling  again  gives  a  result  of  11,  making  this  a 
serpentine-shaped dragon.  One more roll gives an 18, 
so this dragon has a whiplike tail with a stinger.

No die roll is given to determine whether all heads have 
the same special attack, so the GM decides to roll once 
and see what comes up.  The roll is a 13, which indicates 
a poisonous bite; this meshes well with the stinger-tail, 
so  the  GM  decides  all  of  this  dragon's  heads  have 
poisonous bites.

The  GM  decides  this  multi-headed,  many-legged, 
serpentine monster is a sickly yellow color with a glossy 
sheen.  The monster's Physical score is 19, based on its 
current size.  The GM rolls 3d6 twice, getting 12 Reason 
and 8 Will, and then rolls 2d6+7, getting a Presence of 
18.  While the monster has a lot of Presence, it doesn't 
meet  the  minimum  Reason  requirement  for  magic-
wielding.  It does know one additional language, which 
the GM decides is Fae.

Noting that 5 tons / 7 tons is about 71% grown, the GM 
looks up the other statistics and composes this statblock 
for his new dragon:

Example Dragon “Uxinskad”

Hit Points 44

Defense Rating 16

Movement 12

Rolls Physical 19, Reason 12, Will 8, Presence 18

Attack Attack Rating Damage Range

Bite (x4) +9 2d8+poison N/A

Claw (x2) +9 2d6 N/A

Tail +5 1d8+poison N/A

Giant

Hit Points 8d8

Defense Rating 19 + armor

Movement 12

Rolls Physical 12, Strength 19, Mental 8

Attack Attack Rating Damage Range

Large Club +8 2d6 n/a

Giants are large, humanlike creatures.  A giant is born 
more  or  less  “normal”  sized;  a  newborn  infant  might 
weigh as much as 20 pounds, but by the age of five or 
so, the young giant will only be an average of six or so 
inches  taller  than  his  or  her  Human  peers,  and  will 
remain so up to the age of about fifteen.

From fifteen years onward, however, the giant will grow 
another foot taller about every five years.  Consider a 
young  male  giant  who  is  six  feet  tall  at  the  age  of 
fifteen; by thirty, he would be nine feet tall, and by sixty, 
fifteen feet tall.  Giants visibly age very slowly and seem 
to be able to live until slain.

A giant's Strength score is generally equal to 10 plus its 
height in feet; their other scores tend to fall within the 
range for normal Humans, save for Reason, where they 
average a point less.  When calculating hit points for a 
giant,  add  the  full  Strength  and  Endurance  together. 
Young giants  who are still  within  the normal range of 
height  for  Humans  may  choose  to  live  among  them 
briefly, for various personal reasons.

The statistics given above are for an “average” giant of 
thirty or so years of age, armed with a giant-sized club.
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Goric, Warrior

Hit Points 2d6

Defense Rating 13 + armor

Movement 12

Rolls Physical 8, Agility 14, Mental 8

Attack Attack Rating Damage Range

By Weapon +2 by wpn. by wpn.

The goric are small, sometimes hairy fey creatures with 
large ears and eyes.  Males and females tend to be the 
same size, averaging 4' 3” and 75 pounds.  They are not 
particularly  intelligent,  but  have an unusual  knack  for 
tinkering; many can pick locks or perform other “thiefly” 
acts.

The  statistics  above  are  for  a  common  warrior  goric. 
Gorics  can  and  do  wear  armor  and  can  wield  up  to 
Medium size weapons, though they need both hands to 
do so.

Goric, Leader

Hit Points 2d6+2

Defense Rating 16 + armor

Movement 12

Rolls Physical 9, Agility 16, Mental 12

Attack Attack Rating Damage Range

By Weapon +5 by wpn. by wpn.

These statistics are for a goric leader (chieftain).  It is 
likely a leader will be wearing armor when encountered 
outside the lair.

Griffin

Hit Points 4d8

Defense Rating 16

Movement 15 Fly 25

Rolls Physical 12, Strength 14, Mental 3

Attack Attack Rating Damage Range

Bite +5 1d10 n/a

Claw (2x) +5 1d8 n/a

The griffin is a creature with the body of a lion and the 
head and wings of an eagle.  Griffins are normally known 
for guarding treasure, though in fact they simply like to 
collect shiny things; a griffin's “hoard” might be nothing 
more than a pile of battered tin pots, or it might be a 
pile of gold and silver coins and jewelry.  The griffin's 
forelegs are like an eagle's legs, and have wicked talons. 
Its  eagle's  head  has  prominent  catlike  ears  bedecked 
with feathers.

Griffins  raised  from  the  egg  by  Humans  or  other 
intelligent races can be trained to carry riders, but they 
are touchy creatures, prone to attacking their “masters” 
on  occasion;  only  strong,  confident  individuals  would 
dare to ride one.

Half-Giant (Cyclops, Ogre, Troll)

Hit Points 4d8

Defense Rating 15 + armor

Movement 8

Rolls Physical 18, Agility 12, Mental 7

Attack Attack Rating Damage Range

By Weapon +4 by wpn. by wpn.

When a giant breeds with a lesser species, the result is a 
half-giant.   A  cyclops  is  half  Arimaspi,  a  troll  is  half 
Munor, and most other types are simply called ogres.

These  creatures  are  large,  rangy,  brutish  humanoids, 
typically  8'  tall  and around 650 pounds.   Unlike  their 
giant  parent,  they do not grow indefinitely.   Most are 
blustering  cowards,  willing  to  take advantage of  their 
great size to intimidate those smaller than themselves, 
but they prefer not to fight if at all possible.  If forced to 
fight, however, a half-giant will give a good accounting 
of itself.  Such a creature will use the largest weapon it 
can find.  Half-Giants can wield up to Large weapons in 
one hand.
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Horse, Draft or Heavy War

Hit Points 4d8

Defense Rating 12 (14 + armor)

Movement 25

Rolls Physical 19, Agility 8, Mental 5

Attack Attack Rating Damage Range

Bite +1 (+3) 1d4 n/a

Kick +1 (+3) 1d10 n/a

Note  that  a  horse  cannot  generally  use  both  of  its 
attacks on the same opponent in a given round.  The 
kick can be delivered either in front or behind, and if the 
horse kicks backward it  may also bite an opponent in 
front of it in the same round.

The distinction between a draft horse and a heavy war 
horse is entirely one of training; a war horse is trained to 
be  ridden  into  battle,  and  is  very  hard  to  “spook,” 
whereas a common draft horse is entirely unsuitable for 
combat  use.   A  heavy  warhorse  is  also  called  a 
“destrier.”   Parenthesized  figures  above  are  for  a 
warhorse.

Horse, Riding or Light War

Hit Points 3d8

Defense Rating 12 (14 + armor)

Movement 25

Rolls Physical 17, Agility 10, Mental 5

Attack Attack Rating Damage Range

Bite +1 (+3) 1d4 n/a

Kick +1 (+3) 1d8 n/a

Note  that  a  horse  cannot  generally  use  both  of  its 
attacks on the same opponent in a given round.  The 
kick can be delivered either in front or behind, and if the 
horse kicks backward it  may also bite an opponent in 
front of it in the same round.

The distinction between a riding horse and a light war 
horse is entirely one of training; a war horse is trained to 
be  ridden  into  battle,  and  is  very  hard  to  “spook,” 
whereas a riding horse is entirely unsuitable for combat 
use.   A  light  warhorse  is  also  called  a  “courser.” 
Parenthesized figures above are for a warhorse.

Korred

Hit Points 3d6

Defense Rating 15 + armor

Movement 15

Rolls Strength 20, Physical 15, Mental 11

Attack Attack Rating Damage Range

Unarmed +8 1d4+5 n/a

Large Stone +5 1d10+5 10

A korred is a fey creature which appears as a muscular 
but homely little man, between two and three feet high, 
who,  though  little,  is  strong  like  a  giant.   They  are 
sometimes found by night among ancient stone circles 
or ruins,  where they dance from dusk to dawn among 
the stones.

Anyone who hears them singing their ancient tunes must 
make a Will Save or join them; and anyone who remains 
with them until they disappear at dawn disappears with 
them, becoming a korred by the next nightfall.  Such a 
character  thereafter  wishes  only  to  remain  with  the 
other korreds.

Lion

Hit Points 4d8

Defense Rating 17

Movement 25

Rolls Physical 14, Mental 4

Attack Attack Rating Damage Range

Bite +6 1d10 n/a

Claw (2x) +6 1d6 n/a

The lion  is  a  big  cat,  related to  the  tiger.   They  are 
generally  found  on  the  northern  plains  of  Anderia, 
though they are sometimes kept in captivity in the cities 
of  the  south.   Weights  for  adult  lions  generally  lie 
between 330 and 550 lb. for males and 250 to 400 lb. 
for females.  Head and body length ranges from 5 ft. 7 
in. to 8 ft. 2 in. in males and from 4 ft. 7 in. to 5 ft. 9 in.  
in females; shoulder height is about 4 ft. in males and 3 
ft. 6 in. in females.

Lions are able to live for around 10 to 14 years in the 
wild, though males seldom live longer than ten years as 
fights with rivals occasionally cause injuries.  Lions are 
unusually social compared to other cats.  A pride of lions 
consists  of  related females  and offspring and a  small 
number of adult males.  Groups of female lions typically 
hunt together, preying mostly on large herbivores.  The 
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lion is an apex predator, although they will scavenge if 
the opportunity arises.  While lions do not typically hunt 
humans selectively, some have been known to become 
man-eaters and seek human prey.

Munor

Hit Points 3d6+1

Defense Rating 12 + armor

Movement 10

Rolls Physical 15, Mental 7

Attack Attack Rating Damage Range

By Weapon +1 by wpn. by wpn.

The munor are bestial sub-men, with pronounced teeth, 
small or nonexistent ears, and flattened, upturned noses. 
They are brutal and sadistic, but also cowardly.  Munor 
are able to interbreed with humans, but the offspring are 
always more munor than man.  They have been known to 
kidnap human women for this purpose.

Statistics are given above for a common munor warrior. 
Leaders  will  generally  be larger and more skilled with 
their weapons.

Munor, Leader

Hit Points 3d6+3

Defense Rating 15 + armor

Movement 10

Rolls Physical 10, Strength 17, Mental 8

Attack Attack Rating Damage Range

By Weapon +4 by wpn. by wpn.

Statistics are given above for an average munor leader.

Pegasus

Hit Points 3d8+2

Defense Rating 16

Movement 20 Fly 28

Rolls Physical 17, Mental 6

Attack Attack Rating Damage Range

Bite +4 1d4 n/a

Kick +4 1d8 n/a

A pegasus (plural pegasi) is a winged horse.  Pegasi are 
able  to  carry  about  the  same  load  as  normal  riding 
horses.  They are generally fierce creatures, much less 
likely to flee from a fight than ordinary horses; in this 
respect they may be considered “war-trained.”

Pegasi prefer to live in high mountain meadows, flying 
from one such meadow to another  in  search of  good 
grazing.  Some are domesticated; generally, a pegasus 
must  be  raised  from  the  hatchling  stage  onward  by 

humans  in  order  to  be  tamed.   Those  who  have 
successfully  tamed  wild  adult  pegasi  are  the  stuff  of 
legend.

Satyr (Faun)

Hit Points 3d6

Defense Rating 13 + armor (rarely)

Movement 15

Rolls Physical 12, Strength 15, Mental 8

Attack Attack Rating Damage Range

Club +3 1d6+1 n/a

Shortbow +2 1d6 40

Satyrs, also called fauns, have human-like heads, arms, 
and torsos, but resemble goats below the waist, having 
hairy, goatlike legs and hooves.  They are whimsical and 
capricious, and like nothing better than to dance, sing, 
play simple wind instruments, and best of all dally with 
women.

There are female satyrs, of course, but they constitute 
just 1 in 8 births.  A few male satyrs, the biggest and 
strongest naturally, keep these females for themselves; 
so satyrs encountered in the wilderness (for they will not 
be found in a town of any sort) will almost always be a 
band of males.  They are more than willing to dally with 
Human  or  Fae  women,  though  the  opportunity  rarely 
presents itself.

They  are  not  warlike,  but  if  pressed  they  will  fight, 
generally  preferring  heavy  clubs  and  other  weapons 
easily made with simple tools.  A few carry shortbows.
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Scorpion, Giant

Hit Points 2d6

Defense Rating 3

Movement 12

Rolls Physical 13, Mental 2

Attack Attack Rating Damage Range

Claw (x2) 10 1d4 N/A

Tail 8 1d4 + poison N/A

A  typical  giant  scorpion  is  about  five  feet  long  and 
weighs about fifty pounds.  The tail of the giant scorpion 
has a stinger containing a deadly poison, which does 1d4 
points  of  damage  per  round  for  2d4  rounds.   A 
successful Save vs. Endurance, made before the damage 
die is rolled the first time, will permit the victim to take 
this  damage  as  stunning  rather  than  killing  damage. 
Either  way,  any  character  suffering  from  this  poison 
sting suffers a penalty of -5 on all actions taken during 
the effect period.

A  successful  claw hit  is  treated  as  a  Grab,  and  claw 
damage  may  be  done  each  round  thereafter  with  no 
further die rolling required.

Siren

Hit Points 3d6

Defense Rating 12

Movement 12

Rolls Physical 9, Mental 10, Presence 19

Mana 22

Attack Attack Rating Damage Range

Weapon +1 by wpn by wpn

A siren is a creature which can appear to be any sort of 
humanoid female of human size or smaller.  A siren is 
always very beautiful.  Sirens have an empathic ability 
which  allows  them to  appear  to  be  whatever  sort  of 
humanoid is most desirable to a man, regardless of his 
type; thus, one can appear to be a Goric or Fae or even 
Human.  When a siren meets a mixed group containing 
one or more men, she will instinctively choose the most 
powerful man in the group and conform to his desires.

A siren's ability to conform to her chosen mate's desires 
does not extend to language; each siren will speak 1d4 
languages, sometimes rather haltingly.  However, even if 
she  cannot  speak  to  her  desired  mate  in  a  mutually 
understandable  language,  a  siren  can  almost  always 
make her plans for him clear.

If  ordinary  forms  of  seduction  are  insufficient  to 
convince her chosen mate to lie with her,  a siren will 
make use of her magic:  the ability to control emotions. 
This  operates as  a spell  of level  2  with  a range of  5 
paces and a duration of an hour.  A siren can use this 
magic simply by singing, without need of any ordinary 
spellcasting, by paying the usual 2 Mana Point cost; the 

siren must sing for two rounds before the magic takes 
effect.   Sirens rarely  alter  their  magic,  but  in time of 
need she can add an additional target each round after 
the second at an additional cost of 2 Mana Points.  A 
Save vs. Will permits the victim to resist the magic, and 
that character will thereafter be resistant to that specific 
Siren's magic for a full day.

Sirens are usually met singly  or in groups of no more 
than  three,  in  peaceful  woodlands  far  from  cities  or 
towns.

Spider, Giant

Hit Points 3d4

Defense Rating 15

Movement 15 (may climb walls at full speed)

Rolls Physical 10, Mental 4

Attack Attack Rating Damage Range

Bite +3 1d4 + poison n/a

Giant  spiders  have  a  poisonous  bite  which  inflicts  an 
additional  1d4  points  of  damage  per  round  for  1d10 
rounds;  a  successful  Endurance  Save  will  reduce  the 
poison duration by half, rounded down.

Many giant spiders create webbing which is very strong, 
sticky,  and  often  hard  to  see.   Characters  becoming 
entangled must make a Save vs. Strength with a penalty 
of -3 to escape; if the initial save is failed, the character 
does not get a second chance.

Sprite (Pixie, Gremlin)

Hit Points 2d4

Defense Rating 15

Movement 8 (Pixies fly 12)

Rolls Physical 6, Agility 16, Mental 14

Mana 14

Attack Attack Rating Damage Range

Knife +2 1d4 n/a

Bow +4 1d6 30

Sprites are miniature creatures related to the Fae.  They 
live  in  tribal  groups  in  the  wilderness,  and  they  take 
great joy in bedeviling larger humanoids.  Sprites know 
Magic at Rank 2 at least.  Any sprite can cast Veil, and 
one in ten may know other magic as well.

Pixies are very similar to sprites, but are able to fly due 
to their insect-like wings.  They have the same magical 
abilities as sprites.

Gremlins  are  wizened  creatures  related  to  sprites. 
Gremlins  have the Magic skill  of at least Rank 3.   All 
gremlins  can  cast  Telekinesis.   Gremlins  like  to  live 
among humans,  hiding  in  their  houses and businesses 
and causing trouble when it suits them.  They are more 
malicious in their pranks than the other little Fae.
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Swamp Beast

Hit Points 4d10

Defense Rating 15 (slashing)
20 (blunt force/penetrating) 
11 (fire)

Movement 5 (moves freely in swamp)

Rolls Physical 18, Mental 0

Attack Attack Rating Damage Range

Engulf +5 special n/a

Swamp beasts are strange monsters found in the low, 
wet places of Anderia.  They seem to be nothing more 
than animate piles of wet leaves and moss, which rise up 
into rudely manlike forms, then fall upon their opponents 
seeking  to  smother  them.   Such  attacks  are  made  at 
normal  odds,  and  if  the  creature  hits,  the  victim  is 
effectively Held and begins suffering 1d4 points of Stun 
each round after the round of the attack.  If the victim 
becomes  unconscious,  he  or  she  will  then  begin 
suffering 1d4 points of killing damage each round.  A 
swamp beast can only engulf one opponent at a time, 
and  if  provoked,  may  release  one  victim  in  order  to 
attack another.  However, the monster will generally try 
to move away from other opponents after a successful 
attack, at least until the current victim is dead (carrying 
that victim along), if the monster is strong enough to do 
so.

Swamp beasts are immune to mental effects, including 
the  spells  Sleep  and  Mind  Reading.   They  sense 
movement,  sound,  and  heat,  but  do  not  see  in  any 
conventional sense.

The main weakness of a swamp beast is  fire;  besides 
their poor Defense Rating against fire-based attacks, all 
such damage is doubled.

Tiger

Hit Points 5d8

Defense Rating 17

Movement 25

Rolls Physical 15, Mental 4

Attack Attack Rating Damage Range

Bite +6 1d12 n/a

Claw +6 1d8 n/a

The tiger is the largest of the "big cats," reaching up to 
13 feet in total length and weighing up to 660 pounds. 
Aside  from  their  great  bulk  and  power,  their  most 
recognizable  feature  is  the  pattern  of  dark  vertical 
stripes that  overlays near-white  to reddish-orange fur, 
with lighter underparts.

In  combat,  tigers  are  very  flexible,  able  to  make two 
claw attacks  and  one  bite  in  any  order  desired,  even 
attacking  adjacent  opponents  with  different  attacks. 
Also,  a  tiger  may wrestle  an opponent  (considering  a 

successful bite as a hold), and if successful in throwing 
the opponent, the tiger may make an extra claw attack 
using its back claws against the thrown opponent.  When 
attacking in this fashion, the tiger may not also attack 
adjacent opponents.

Undead

Undead creatures are not living, and therefore immune 
to those things that affect living creatures.  All undead 
suffer  1d8 points  of damage when splashed with holy 
water.

Unicorn

Hit Points 3d10

Defense Rating 16

Movement 35

Rolls Physical 16, Agility 20, Mental 15

Mana Points 16

Attack Attack Rating Damage Range

Horn +6 2d4 n/a

Kick +5 1d8 n/a

Unicorns can heal 1d4 points by 
touch;  a  cost  of  1  Mana  Point 
must  be paid to use this  power. 
Unicorns  can  also  Teleport 
exactly as the spell.

Unicorns  are  very  shy,  but  are 
known to prefer the company of 
young Human or Fae women.  The 
Shae are rumored to have military 
units  consisting  of  Shae  women 
mounted on armored unicorns.
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Wolf, Normal

Hit Points 2d6

Defense Rating 13

Movement 18

Rolls Physical 13, Mental 3

Attack Attack Rating Damage Range

Bite +2 1d8 n/a

Wolves vary from 2 to 3 feet in height at the shoulder, 
and weigh 75 to 85 pounds.  A successful bite from a 
wolf should be treated as a hold, and will  do damage 
each round until the hold is broken or the wolf is killed 
or otherwise persuaded to let go.

Wolf, Giant

Hit Points 4d6

Defense Rating 15

Movement 15

Rolls Physical 15, Mental 3

Attack Attack Rating Damage Range

Bite +4 2d6 n/a

Giant  wolves  vary  from  4  to  5  feet  in  height  at  the 
shoulder and weigh 300 to 450 pounds.  A successful 
bite from a giant wolf should be treated as a hold, and 
will do damage each round until the hold is broken or 
the wolf is killed or otherwise persuaded to let go.

Zombie

Hit Points 3d6

Defense Rating 11 / 15 vs. blunt/puncture

Movement 5

Rolls Physical 17, Mental 1

Attack Attack Rating Damage Range

Wrestling +3 special n/a

By Weapon +1 by wpn. by wpn.

Zombies are undead monsters.  As with all undead, they 
take 1d8 points of killing damage if splashed with holy 
water.  They are immune to control spells (except those 
specific  to  undead)  and  all  forms  of  mind-affecting 
spells.

A zombie must be literally hacked to pieces to destroy it. 
They do not  have Stun points,  and are immune to all 
such  damage.   If  attacked  with  weapons  other  than 
those  which  hack  or  slice,  the  larger  Defense  Rating 
figure given is used.

Zombies are little more than automatons, able to do only 
very simple tasks.  They may be controlled directly by 
their creator, or given “programmed” tasks to perform 
(“kill all save for myself who approach this crypt”, for 
instance).  Left unattended, however, a zombie has a 1 
in 6 chance of wandering away from its assigned station, 
and  subsequently  attacking  any  living  creature  other 
than its creator which it encounters.
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